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COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY

Entrance of Graduates ..................... Procession of the Nobles by Rimsky-Korsakov, Pomp and Circumstance by Elgar
Procession of Platform Party ..................... Grand Marshal Antoinette M. Anastasia
Professor of Biological Sciences

“The Star-Spangled Banner” ..................... Stephanie St. Clair-Budelman
Alumna, Class of 1999
Invocation ............................................ The Reverend James Ferry
Catholic Ministries, Metropolitan Campus
Welcome .............................................. J. Michael Adams
President
Conferring of Honorary Degrees .................. President Adams
Doctor of Humane Letters ..................... H. Friedrich Holzapfel
Doctor of Humane Letters ..................... Mark A. Meyer
Doctor of Humane Letters ..................... Frank R. Lautenberg
Recognition of FDU-Vancouver Graduates and Pinnacle Recipient Pedro Juan Zuleta ............. Cecil A. Abrahams
Provost, FDU-Vancouver
Presentation of Student Pinnacle Awards .................. S. Craig Mourton
Assistant Provost, Metropolitan Campus
Remarks ............................................. Michèle Holzwarth Hagen
Kenneth Greene
Provost, College at Florham
Remarks ............................................. Beatrice Nicole Markiewicz
Charge to the Graduates .......................... President Adams
Hooding of Doctoral Candidates .............. President Adams, Provost Greene and Associate Dean Teresa O. Montani
Doctor of Philosophy, Doctor of Psychology and Doctor of Nursing Practice .............. Dean Patti Mills
Conferring of Degrees .......................... President Adams and Joseph J. Kiernan
University Provost and Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs
Maxwell Becton College of Arts and Sciences ........................................... Dean Geoffrey S. Weinman
School of Art and Media Studies/Lee Gildart and Oswald Haase School of Computer Sciences
and Engineering/School of Criminal Justice and Legal Studies/Peter Sammartino School of
Education/School of English, Philosophy and Humanities/School of History, Political and
International Studies/School of Natural Sciences/Henry P. Becton School of Nursing and
Allied Health/School of Psychology/Institute for Math and Science
Silberman College of Business ........................... Dean William M. Moore
Anthony J. Petrocelli College of Continuing Studies ........................................... Dean Kenneth T. Vehrkens
School of Administrative Science/International School of Hospitality and Tourism
Management/Public Administration Institute
Readers ............................................. Jennifer Lehr
Chair, Communications Studies Department, and
Associate Professor of Communications Studies, College at Florham
Joseph J. Kiernan
University Provost and Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs and
Associate Professor of Economics and Finance, Metropolitan Campus
Alumni Welcome ................................... Carol C. Knauff
President, Alumni Association Board of Governors

“Alma Mater” .................................... Stephanie St. Clair-Budelman
See page 9 for lyrics.
“Auld Lang Syne” ..................................... Stephanie St. Clair-Budelman
See page 9 for lyrics.
Benediction ........................................... Imam Mohamed El Filali
Islamic Ministries, Metropolitan Campus
The Reverend Clemens Reinke
Protestant Ministries, Metropolitan Campus
Rabbi Neil Tow
Jewish Ministries, Metropolitan Campus
Recessional ............................................. Medley of Classical Favorites
MARSHALS

Antoinette M. Anastasia
Grand Marshal

Michelle McCroyc Heins
Vidal N. Lopez
Jasmin Verem
Head Marshals

Yvonne Boden
Susan Boisnier
Kevin Byrne
Deborah Dobson
Wendy Fasano
Samuel Feinberg
Danush Fernando

Donna Ganley
Patricia Geehr
Cameron Govan
Kristin Granade
Minerva Gutman
Judith Kaufman
Maria Kocylowsky
Lynn Lechner
Tina Alaimo LoPonte
Teresa Montani
S. Craig Mourton

Wilson Wai Bong Ng
Lorraine Nienstedt
Elizabeth Parietti
Erik Patt
Janet Rapisardi
Anita Rivers
Russell Robinson
Albert Schielke
Darshan Shah
Miriam Singer
Robert Sorensen
Jesse Swartz
Andre Turner
Michele Vaccaro

INTERNATIONAL FLAGS

The international flags displayed represent a cross section of the countries of origin of the University’s students. International students come from 86 countries that include: Afghanistan, Albania, Algeria, Antigua, Argentina, Australia, Bahrain, Bangladesh, Barbados, Belgium, Brazil, Bulgaria, Cameroon, Canada, Chile, China, Colombia, Costa Rica, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Egypt, Estonia, France, Germany, Ghana, Greece, Guyana, Haiti, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Iran, Israel, Italy, Ivory Coast, Jamaica, Japan, Kenya, Kuwait, Latvia, Libya, Madagascar, Malaysia, Mexico, Moldova, Monaco, Mongolia, Nepal, New Zealand, Nicaragua, Nigeria, Oman, Pakistan, Peru, Philippines, Romania, Russia, Saint Lucia, Saudi Arabia, Slovakia, Slovenia, South Africa, South Korea, Spain, Sri Lanka, Sudan, Sweden, Switzerland, Syria, Tadjikistan, Taiwan, Thailand, Trinidad and Tobago, Turkey, Uganda, Ukraine, United Arab Emirates, United Kingdom, Venezuela, Vietnam, Yemen, Zimbabwe.

DEGREE CANDIDATES

College at Florham degree candidates, see page 10.
Metropolitan Campus degree candidates, see page 18.
FDU-Vancouver degree candidates, see page 36.

See inside back cover for seating plan.

Note: An undergraduate student whose cumulative grade point ratio (CGPR) for four years is 3.85 will receive his or her degree summa cum laude; if the CGPR is 3.67, magna cum laude; if the CGPR is 3.33, cum laude. Only weighted grades will be included in computing honors. Only the credits taken at Fairleigh Dickinson University, a minimum of 54 credits, will be used in this evaluation. These criteria apply to all undergraduate students entering the University as of August/September 2006.

Due to time constraints associated with the printing of the programs, the honors listed therein were determined as of the end of the fall semester. The final listing for the commencement period will include those honors earned as of the completion of the spring semester, and diplomas will reflect this achievement.

This program does not represent an official list of certified graduates.
Mankind’s sole salvation, according to the Nobel laureate Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, “lies in everyone making everything his business: in the people of the East being vitally concerned with what is thought in the West, the people of the West vitally concerned with what goes on in the East.”

Those words capture the spirit of your life’s work, which has enriched the lives of thousands — including Fairleigh Dickinson University’s own faculty and students — through your invaluable insights, perspectives and connections.

Our own educational mission at FDU is to connect our students to a world beyond their own. We encourage them to see the world through the eyes of others … to take an active interest in affairs that may seem distant … and to be engaged as citizens of the world.

You have played a central role in helping our University realize these goals. Your lasting legacy is the renewal of our relationship with the United Nations, largely made possible through your counsel. As a nongovernmental organization at the United Nations, FDU now enjoys special access to a wealth of resources and programs. You were particularly instrumental in the creation of our U.N. Pathways Program, offering our students extraordinary learning, networking and internship opportunities.

You also stand as an exemplary role model for our students, achieving great success as an international business executive. A native of Germany, you came to the United States in 1961. You soon embarked on a long career with Hoechst, a German-based pharmaceutical company, where you ultimately rose to its board and executive committee. You then took on new challenges in international management and environmental advisory services. A global visionary, you founded the CEOs Roundtable of German-American Companies in the United States and received the Order of Merit from the president of Germany in recognition of your contributions in strengthening American-German relations.

As a member of the United Nations’ business council and its advisory board, you have been accorded much-deserved recognition by the state of New Jersey for connecting students and faculty of colleges and universities with U.N. representatives. As the leader in global education, Fairleigh Dickinson is deeply indebted to you for your efforts to infuse an awareness of global issues and interdependencies in business and education.

Therefore, by virtue of the authority vested in me by the Board of Trustees of Fairleigh Dickinson University, the faculty concurring, I hereby confer upon you the degree of Doctor of Humane Letters, 

H. Friedrich Holzapfel
Doctor of Humane Letters

Frank R. Lautenberg
Doctor of Humane Letters

You once summed up the focus of your political career as simply a desire to impact the “things that affect everyday life.” For nearly 30 years, you have strived to improve the quality of life for families — always driven to give back to the country that provided you so many opportunities for an education and career.

Yours is the quintessential American success story. Born in Paterson — not far from Ellis Island where your immigrant parents first entered the United States — you learned a great deal from your poor, hard-working family. You were just a senior in high school when your father died, and you worked nights and weekends to help support your family. After serving in the U.S. Army Signal Corps during World War II, you went on to pursue your degree at Columbia University on the G.I. Bill.

Upon graduation, you joined two boyhood friends in founding the nation’s first payroll services company. After helping build Automated Data Processing into one of the world’s largest computing-services companies, you embarked on a career as a public servant. Elected a United States senator in 1982, you served three terms before retiring briefly in 2000. Re-elected in 2002 and 2008, you are now New Jersey’s longest-serving senator.

As a member of three of the Senate’s most powerful committees and chairman of three subcommittees, your accomplishments are legendary. You wrote the law to ban smoking on domestic airline flights and played a key role in raising the drinking age to 21. You fought to ban gun ownership by those convicted of domestic violence; to save health insurance for children; to reimburse military families who bought body armor for loved ones; and to modernize the G.I. Bill.

You also have mightily protected New Jersey’s transportation needs, helped guard our nation against future terrorist attacks and provided crucial leadership about funding priorities for the U.S. Department of Homeland Security.

Fairleigh Dickinson University particularly applauds your leadership in improving educational access and affordability for the next generation of college students. A number of our educational initiatives — including scholarship and loan programs, the Cyber Crime Training Lab, our Latino Promise Program and the national Yellow Ribbon Program for veterans — have benefited greatly from your support.
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You once summed up the focus of your political career as simply a desire to impact the “things that affect everyday life.” For nearly 30 years, you have strived to improve the quality of life for families — always driven to give back to the country that provided you so many opportunities for an education and career.
Mark A. Meyer  
*Doctor of Humane Letters*

Buddhist philosopher Daisaku Ikeda defines the elements of global citizenship as “The *wisdom* to perceive the interconnectedness of all life and living … the *courage* not to fear or deny difference, but … to understand people of different cultures and to grow from encounters with them … and the *compassion* to maintain an imaginative empathy that reaches beyond one’s immediate surroundings and extends to those suffering in distant places.”

These traits are emblematic of your own journey as a global citizen. As a participant in history and leader in the world marketplace, you have helped transform the economic, legal and political landscape of Eastern Europe. You credit your undergraduate experiences at Fairleigh Dickinson University for kindling your international awareness and honing your leadership skills. Today, as an attorney with Herzfeld & Rubin, P.C., you are widely recognized among the world’s leading international corporate lawyers.

Your special focus has been the Balkans, particularly Romania — a country that captured your heart and imagination during your first visit in 1990. For more than two decades, you have served as chairman of the Romanian-American Chamber of Commerce, the world’s largest bilateral trade organization devoted to that country. You helped generate hundreds of millions in investment dollars for Romania and played a key role in gaining its admission into NATO.

You have served as a special adviser for legal and economic matters to six European heads of state, including the presidents of Romania, the Republic of Moldova and the Republic of Montenegro. As chair of the European Affairs Committee of the New York City Bar Association, you led a mission that authored an influential report on violations of international law in the Moldovan separatist enclave of Transnistria.

Your counsel has won you lasting respect and honor: Romania’s president awarded you the Romanian National Order of Merit in the rank of Commander, and you received the Libertatea Award as one of the 10 most significant people in the world. It worked; you have a chemistry major with a 3.95 grade point ratio, has been admitted to the Ph.D. program, and has made the FDU Honors List each semester since her freshman year. Last summer, Markiewicz interned at Brookhaven National Laboratory in Upton, N.Y., in a research team with an FDU faculty member and a classmate. Since fall 2009, Markiewicz worked part-time as a science and math tutor for undergraduates at FDU’s Academic Support Center. This academic year, she was a teaching assistant for physical chemistry lab courses. She is a resident of Parsippany, N.J.

Beatrice Nicole Markiewicz  
*Student Pinnacle Award*  
*College at Florham*

Beatrice Markiewicz is the child of immigrants who didn’t have an opportunity to attend college themselves but stressed the importance of academic achievement. It worked; Markiewicz, a chemistry major with a 3.95 grade point ratio, has been admitted to the Ph.D. chemistry program at the University of Pennsylvania. She has been honored twice by the American Chemical Society for outstanding performance and has won awards at FDU Research Day for her junior thesis on ethanol fuel and her senior thesis, which described using two types of spectroscopy to learn more about a compound and a chemical interaction.

Markiewicz has received several research and academic grants, including a Col. Fairleigh S. Dickinson Scholarship, and has made the FDU Honors List each semester since her freshman year. Last summer, Markiewicz interned at Brookhaven National Laboratory in Upton, N.Y., in a research team with an FDU faculty member and a classmate. Since fall 2009, Markiewicz worked part-time as a science and math tutor for undergraduates.

**Michèle Holzwarth Hagen**  
*Student Pinnacle Award*  
*Metropolitan Campus*

Michèle Holzwarth Hagen came to FDU from Berlin, Germany, to play golf and study, excelling at both. Graduating with a B.S. in business administration, her academic awards include the Northeast Conference (NEC) Golf Scholar-Athlete of the Year; NEC Athletic Honor Roll; and FDU Athletic Alpha Beta Award, Dean’s List and Honors List. A member of the University Honors Program and the National Athletic Honors Society, she helped lead the women’s golf team to four NEC championship titles in four years. She was the individual NEC women’s golf champion in 2009, FDU Female Athlete of the Year in 2008 and 2009 and Most Valuable Player for Knights women’s golf for three years.

A team captain since her sophomore year, she was the NEC Rookie of the Year in 2008 and the NEC Player of the Year in 2008 and 2010. She was a resident assistant and the golf representative on the Student Athletic Advisory Committee. Last fall, she and two friends started Spectrum, a campus support group for lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender students. Holzwarth Hagen is applying to graduate programs in sports administration, both in the United States and Germany.
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THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Patrick J. Zenner, B.S., Creighton University; M.B.A., Fairleigh Dickinson University, Chair
Robert M. Hallenbeck, B.S., St. Lawrence University; M.S., J.D., Syracuse University, Vice Chair
J. Michael Adams, B.S., Illinois State University, Normal; M.S., University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign; Ph.D., Southern Illinois University, Carbondale
Anthony P. Ambrosio, B.S., Fairleigh Dickinson University; J.D., Catholic University
Curtis R. Artis, B.S.E.E., Howard University; Advanced Management Program, Duke University
Brenda Blackmon, B.A., Fairleigh Dickinson University
Kenneth L. Brier, B.A., Ohio University (honors college); M.B.A., Southern Methodist University; M.P.A., Harvard University; diploma, U.S. Army War College
Guy F. Budinscak, B.S., Fairleigh Dickinson University
Michael J. Clarke, B.S., Fairleigh Dickinson University
Ronald J. Doerfler, B.S., M.B.A., Fairleigh Dickinson University
Carol C. Knaff, B.S.E.E., Pennsylvania State University; M.S., University of Missouri-Rolla; M.B.A., Fairleigh Dickinson University
Stewart Krentzman, B.A., Fairleigh Dickinson University; M.A., The New School
Daniel C. Lewis, A.S., B.S., Purdue University; M.B.A., Fairleigh Dickinson University
Winston I. Lowe, B.A., Fairleigh Dickinson University; J.D., Columbia University Law School
Anthony L. Marano, B.A. Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey; M.B.A., Fairleigh Dickinson University
Donna DelPrete Marki, B.S., Fairleigh Dickinson University; J.D., Temple University
Vincent J. Naimoli, B.S.M.E., Notre Dame University; M.S.M.E., New Jersey Institute of Technology; M.B.A., Fairleigh Dickinson University
Gregory H. Olsen, B.S., B.S.E.E., M.S., Fairleigh Dickinson University; Ph.D., University of Virginia
Antoinette C. Petrocelli, B.A., M.A., Hunter College, City University of New York
Robert J. Pures, B.A., Fairleigh Dickinson University; M.B.A., Boston College
Robert T. Saltarelli, B.S., St. Peter’s College
Paul C. Santucci, B.S., Fairleigh Dickinson University
Molly Easo Smith, B.A., M.A., University of Madras; Ph.D., Auburn University
Mary Kay Mastronardy Stratis, B.A., M.A.T., Fairleigh Dickinson University
S. “Skippy” Weinstein, B.S., Fairleigh Dickinson University; J.D., American University
Susan Welsh, A.S., Black Hawk College; D.C., Palmer College of Chiropractic; C.C.S.P., Logan College of Chiropractic; D.A.C.B.S.P., New York Chiropractic College

Trustees Emeriti

Elinor J. Ferdon, Mary A. Burnham School, Katharine Gibbs School
Edward L. Hennessy, Jr., B.S., Fairleigh Dickinson University
George J. Sella, Jr., B.S., Princeton University; M.B.A., Harvard University
Herman H. Suenholz, B.S., Fairleigh Dickinson University
Joseph Weber, B.S., Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey; M.S., New York University; Ph.D., Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey

THE PRESIDENT

Widely known for his commitment to international education and to fostering cross-cultural understanding, J. Michael Adams joined Fairleigh Dickinson University as president on July 1, 1999.

At the University, he has inspired a new mission building on long-standing traditions. The mission — to prepare world citizens through global education — was adopted by the Board of Trustees and endorsed by the faculty in 2000. Since then, Adams has led the development of numerous initiatives designed to integrate the global mission throughout the University.

Prior to joining FDU, Adams served 15 years as academic dean of the Nesbitt College of Design Arts at Drexel University in Philadelphia, Pa. Adams led the transformation of Nesbitt College into one of the premier design schools in the United States.

He went to Drexel from the State University of New York at Oswego, where he served as chair of the department of industrial technology and professor of education. Adams also held positions as director of research development (1979 to 1981) and dean of the alumni college (1982 to 1984). From 1975 to 1976, he served as a U.S. Congressional Fellow.

The author of nine books, Adams’ publications and research cover a wide variety of topics including print, publishing, communication and career development as well as topics specific to higher education. His most recent book, Coming of Age in a Globalized World: The Next Generation, explores the impact of globalization and examines the case for world citizenship through global education.

Adams is active with many national and international education organizations. In 2008, he was named president-elect of the International Association of University Presidents (IAUP), and he begins a three-year term as president in June 2011. He also serves on the U.N./IAUP Commission on Disarmament Education, Conflict Resolution and Peace and is a National Council member of the United Nations Association of the United States of America. Adams also is a member of the Steering Committee of the World Bank’s Researchers Alliance for Development and the Editorial Advisory Board for
International Educator, the flagship bimonthly magazine of NAFSA: Association of International Educators.

Adams holds a B.S. from Illinois State University, Normal; an M.S. from University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign; and a Ph.D. from Southern Illinois University, Carbondale. In 1997, he attended Harvard University's Institute for Educational Management and, in 1999, Harvard's Institute for New Presidents.

PRESIDENTS OF FAIRLEIGH DICKINSON UNIVERSITY

Peter Sammartino, 1942–1968; Chancellor and President Emeritus, 1968–1992
J. Osborn Fuller, 1968–1974
Jerome M. Pollack, 1974–1983
Walter T. Savage, acting president, 1983–84
Francis J. Mertz, 1990–1999; President Emeritus, 1999–present
J. Michael Adams, 1999–present

ADMINISTRATION

J. Michael Adams, President
Joseph J. Kiernan, University Provost and Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs
Sheldon Drucker, Senior Vice President and Chief Operating Officer
Richard P. Reiss, Senior Vice President for University Advancement
Hania Ferrara, Vice President for Finance, Treasurer and Chief Accounting Officer
Richard A. Riccio, Vice President for Administration
Neal Sturm, Vice President and Chief Information Officer
Jonathan Wexler, Vice President for Enrollment Management
Kenneth Greene, Provost, College at Florham
Cecil A. Abrahams, Provost, FDU-Vancouver
Wayne M. Richardson, General Counsel
Nicholas D.J. Baldwin, Dean, Wroxton College
Patti Mills, Dean, University College: Arts • Sciences • Professional Studies
William M. Moore, Dean, Silberman College of Business
Kenneth T. Vehrkens, Dean, Anthony J. Petrocelli College of Continuing Studies
Geoffrey S. Weinman, Dean, Maxwell Becton College of Arts and Sciences
Ruth E. Nemire, Founding Dean, Medco School of Pharmacy
Michelle McCroy Heins, Dean of Students, Metropolitan Campus
Brian Mauro, Dean of Students, College at Florham

THE UNIVERSITY

Fairleigh Dickinson University looks back with tremendous pride to the accomplishments achieved and looks ahead to even greater levels of excellence.

Founded in 1942 by Dr. Peter Sammartino and his wife, Sylvia (Sally), Fairleigh Dickinson University has grown into the largest private university in New Jersey. More than 12,000 students from 45 states and 86 other countries are enrolled on the FDU's two campuses in New Jersey and its overseas campuses in Wroxton, England, and Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada.

Beginning as a two-year junior college in Rutherford, today the University offers nearly 100 degree programs at the associate, baccalaureate, master's and doctoral levels. Fairleigh Dickinson University strongly emphasizes an international component to its curriculum and provides its students with a global and multicultural perspective.

The University has consistently been an innovator, adapting to the changing educational demands of the students it serves. Responding to the need for higher education in northern New Jersey, the college expanded to a four-year curricula in 1948.

In 1954, the first graduate program — a master's degree in business administration — was offered, and Bergen Junior College in Teaneck was purchased as a second campus. In 1956, Fairleigh Dickinson attained university status. One year later, the beautiful 178-acre Vanderbilt-Twombly estate in Florham Park and Madison, New Jersey, was acquired to serve as another campus.

FDU became the first American university to own a campus in England when it acquired Wroxton College from Trinity College, Oxford University. Opened in 1965, Wroxton College offers American students an array of graduate and undergraduate programs as well as an enriching cultural experience. Formerly a 13th-century abbey, Wroxton College is now a beautifully restored and modernized Jacobean mansion.

Established in 1998, the Anthony J. Petrocelli College of Continuing Studies addresses the special educational needs of nontraditional students, including adult learners.

Over the years Fairleigh Dickinson University has maintained its commitment to broadening global horizons and fostering greater international understanding. In 2000, the Board of Trustees adopted a newly focused mission for FDU: to prepare students for world citizenship through global education.

In addition to Wroxton College, the University opened its second international campus in Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada, in fall 2007.

Each of the University campuses has developed a unique character and vitality. The Metropolitan Campus, located in Teaneck, features a university atmosphere with an international perspective attracting nearly
equal numbers of graduate and undergraduate students from throughout the United States and around the world. Fairleigh Dickinson’s College at Florham in suburban Madison offers a classical undergraduate and graduate experience for the contemporary world in a small college setting.

With the depth and breadth of its faculty and programs, Fairleigh Dickinson University has positioned itself as a quality, comprehensive private university serving the citizens of New Jersey and beyond.

CLASS OF 1961

The Fairleigh Dickinson University community is pleased to acknowledge and congratulate members of the class of 1961 as they celebrate a milestone this year — the 50th anniversary of their graduation.

TRADITIONALLY...

Traditions link the present to the past and the future. In addition to the academic customs exhibited in the Commencement ceremony, Fairleigh Dickinson University has several unique traditions on display today.

At Fairleigh Dickinson, the academic processional includes the bagpipers, a practice dating back to the University’s eighth commencement in 1951. Since then, it has become a tradition at graduation and other ceremonies for the pipers to play.

Other traditions recognize Fairleigh Dickinson University’s global and multicultural background. International flags have become a part of many ceremonies and events. Whenever a spiritual thought is appropriate, a diversity of views is presented. In addition to the singing of the “Alma Mater,” the University has returned to a tradition established by its founder, Peter Sammartino, of having all join in the singing of the time-honored “Auld Lang Syne.”

THE ACADEMIC COSTUME

The academic regalia worn by University officials and faculty at today’s commencement ceremony are infrequently seen outside of formal academic occasions. The gowns, caps and hoods once were the regular apparel of European university students and faculty during the Middle Ages. At that time, both faculty and students were considered part of the clergy and were required to don the ecclesiastical dress, roba and caputum, patterned after the habit of the Benedictine Order. The regalia also served a practical purpose, providing warmth in the unheated stone buildings of most medieval universities.

In the United States, caps and gowns had been in limited use by colleges and universities since Colonial times. It was not until a century later that a widespread student move-
The Hoods

The most distinctive feature of academic attire, the hood lends color and definition to academic ceremonies. Once used as a head covering, a shoulder cape and even a receptacle for collecting alms in medieval times, the hood is now a purely ceremonial black shell of varying sizes and colored borders suspended from the shoulders and worn down the back.

The significance of academic hoods is symbolized in their varying lengths, and the colors and thicknesses of their velvet linings and trim. The bachelor's hood, for example, is three feet long with a two-inch-wide velvet border. Master's degree recipients wear a hood three-and-a-half feet long with a three-inch border. Doctoral hoods are four feet long and have a five-inch-wide border.

More distinctive, however, are the colors of the hoods' inner linings and outer trim. The colors of the inner lining correspond to the colors of the institution conferring the degree, while the colors of the border designate the academic discipline in which the degree was granted. A representative listing includes:

- Architecture ......................................................... Maize
- Arts, Letters, Humanities ..................................... White
- Commerce, Accountancy, Business ....................... Drab
- Dentistry .............................................................. Lilac
- Economics ........................................................... Copper
- Education ............................................................. Light Blue
- Engineering .......................................................... Orange
- Fine Arts, including Architecture .......................... Brown
- Forestry ............................................................... Russet
- Home Economics ................................................ Maroon
- Journalism ........................................................... Crimson
- Law ...................................................................... Purple
- Library Science ..................................................... Lemon
- Medicine and Allied Health .................................. Green
- Music ................................................................. Pink
- Nursing ............................................................... Apricot
- Oratory (Speech) ................................................... Silver Gray
- Pharmacy ............................................................ Olive Green
- Philosophy ............................................................ Dark Blue
- Physical Education ............................................... Sage Green
- Public Administration, including Foreign Service ...... Peacock Blue
- Public Health ........................................................ Salmon Pink
- Science ............................................................... Golden Yellow
- Social Work ........................................................... Citron
- Theology ............................................................. Scarlet
- Veterinary Science ................................................. Gray

THE MACE

The mace, a traditional symbol of authority, is carried in the academic procession by the grand marshal. The Fairleigh Dickinson University mace was presented to the University in 1957 by Mr. and Mrs. Leo Pollak of New York City. It is one of only three maces of its type in the United States and was purchased for the University from Seymour B. Wyler, author of *The Book of Sheffield Plate* and *The Book of Old Silver*.

A very rare example of 18th-century Sheffield plate, it was made in 1765 for the Riddell family and bears its crest. A member of that family was an English representative to the Holland town of Duysberg.

THE PRESIDENT'S MEDALLION

Along with the traditional academic regalia and trappings common to colleges and universities throughout the United States, most institutions also possess some unique or distinctive symbol of the presidential office that is conveyed through succeeding administrations. Fairleigh Dickinson University commissioned the design and crafting of a President's Medallion for the inauguration of Robert H. Donaldson on March 29, 1985.

The President's Medallion is in the form of a hexagonal shield, a variation of the University “Shield of Arms.” In the center of the Medallion is the gold-plated coat of arms. The motto, *Fortiter et Suaviter* (Bravely and pleasantly), is engraved above the shield, and around it are engraved the words “Fairleigh Dickinson University 1942.” The gold-plated frame of the Medallion is surmounted by a crest consisting of buildings symbolizing the campuses.

Kurt J. Matzdorf, professor emeritus of gold and silversmithing at the State University of New York, College at New Paltz, and internationally known for his ceremonial and religious silver, designed and created the President's Medallion.

ALMA MATER

*Goodhart-Davis*

Praise to thee, O Alma Mater, faithfully we sing,
Hear our joyful voices ringing, Fairleigh Dickinson.
Campus halls, that oft recall us, memories will bring,
Campus lights will ever guide us, when the day is done.

*Chorus*

Alma Mater, we will cherish each day of the years
We were privileged to spend here, tho’ our parting nears.

AULD LANG SYNE

Should auld acquaintance be forgot,
And never brought to mind?
Should auld acquaintance be forgot,
And days of auld lang syne?
For auld lang syne, my dear,
For auld lang syne.
We'll take a cup of kindness yet,
For auld lang syne.
DEGREE CANDIDATES
The candidates from the College at Florham, Madison, New Jersey, who have qualified for their degrees during the 2010–2011 academic year are recommended to the Board of Trustees by the Faculty of Fairleigh Dickinson University for the degrees indicated.

MAXWELL BECTON COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Master of Arts
May 2011
Ashley Mae Adams
Aliya Adeola Adenuga
Denise Elaine Aguilar
Mikhail T. Arrong
Samantha Ann Boyce
Tamara Marie Boyd-Vetrano
Heidi Noelle Brotzman
Christine Nicole Burri
Donna Marie Chambers
Zachariah James Daum
Catherine Anne Fallon
Danushi Sandakelha Fernando
Elizabeth Jean Gigantelli
Thomas Edwin Glasscock
Courtney Elizabeth Grimshaw
Krista Marie Johnson
Keyana Monique Jones
Trudy-Ann Rose Kelly
Daniel Arje Landau
Carly Ann Langer
Danielle Heather Lewis
Lauren Ashley Magowan
Parveen Mankotia
Jasmin Shontee McCloud
Stuart Damon Montal
Vanessa Claire Morgenthaler
Marc I. Mozeson
Matthew T. Navitski
Kaitlynn A. Nesbitt
Johaira Nivar
Lorena A. Olivera
Tricia Michelle Pagano
Jessica Parasini
Sharmy Pierre-Louis
Melissa Ann Santucci
Kelley Lynne Schade
Andrew Philip Scibilia
Joseph Simons
Marjorie Beth Slass
Kimberly D. Smith
Joanna Antonina Szczesna-
Dos Santos
Carol Elyse Tudor
Peter Oscar Maria Van Biesen
Ana X. Vergara
Viviana J. Villalobos
Courtney Elizabeth Volpe
Lauren Patricia Wright
Jordan Roth Wyatt

Master of Arts
February 2011
Karyn Paige Alston
Vito Andrisani
Kathleen Landrie Azzaro
Ijeoma Cindy Bennin
Devin A. Eyer
Melanie Celeste Gibbons
Jonathan Glickman
Sarah J. Guiles
Philip M. Heyman
Danielle Idone
Christine Ann Kramer
Tina Alexa LaPenna
Paulina B. Levinzon
Gerri Anna Migliacci
Elizabeth Ann Moreno
Meghan Eileen Mulvenna
Jose Manual Rodriguez Negron
Andrea R. Nyerges
Janice Bustin Recca
Ayeisha Chedaa Robinson
Susan Marie Schrempp
Jenna B. Simon
Jennifer Lynn Tursi

Master of Arts
September 2010
Lily A. Akol
Monika Atre
Amy M. Copeman
Rebecca Anne Force
Halbert Hsu
Ruchi Jain
Ritu Madan
Sunday Candida Ponzavicchia
Roswell Perez
John August Urgola
Tyra Ann Walker

Master of Fine Arts
May 2011
Jessica Lynne Brokaw
Elise Maren Johansen
Beth Ann Sager
Stefan Strychar
Tynia Mireya Thomassie
James Owen Weatherall

Master of Fine Arts
February 2011
Craig D. Bogusat
Jody Nell Henderson
Kandy K. Turner

Master of Fine Arts
September 2010
Alana Isabel Capria
Beryl B. Hamilton-Horton

Master of Science
May 2011
Tracy Lyn Adams
Prabhandh R. Akkiredy
Jeveratnam Chembillli
Viral K. Gorawala
Lauren Kelly Grant
Nadia Hussain
Alpeshkumar A. Jain
Eva Kolta
Timothy Massey
Kunj Shashikant Naik
Khashayar Nezami Naraghi
Michael Harry Otrimski
Ankitkumar Chandulal Patel
Chirag Chimanlal Patel
Jaimin Pankajkumar Patel
Jaimin Vikramkumar Patel
Kaushalkumar Vipinbhai Patel
Mehulkumar A. Patel
Monal Rameshchandra Patel
Sanjay Ratilal Ramani
Keyur K. Soni
Natasha Alyssa Sta. Ana
Tatsuro Tanioka
Durga Naga Srinivasa Vaddi

Master of Science
February 2011
Swinki Dilipkumar Bhojak
Sasidhar Bodapati
Radhika Chalapaka
Miteshkumar Bhupendrabhai Chauhan
Ashishkumar Thakorbhai Chokshi
Niyanta Nalin Christian
Devang Kirankumar Joshi
Judith Alinio Mendoza
Sunitraben Rajeshkumar Monpara
Courtney Nicole O’Dell
Vishal Vipulkumar Parekh
Ankitkumar Narayanbhai Patel
Jayminkumar Jayantilal Patel
Sandip B. Patel
Shipra Harshadkumar Patel
Dipen Ashokkumar Purohit
Pratikkumar Navinchandra Rathod
Pardiss SaadatNouri
Khayti Tarunkumar Shah
Pooja Hemachandra Tendulkar
Ujwala Krishna Thota
Audre Jean Van Story

Master of Science
September 2010
Priyadarshini Bala
Scott Edward Karwowski

Bachelor of Arts
May 2011
Yetunde Oluwayemisi Adedoyin
Cassandra Lee Alessio
Carissa Grisel Ali
Eve Jordana Allen
Melanie Joyce Allen  
*Sammartino Scholarship Recipient*

Jessica Pauline Almeida
Donna Elizabeth Anderle
Christina Marie Apruzzese  
*magna cum laude*

Jo Ann Leah Ashby  
*magna cum laude*

Candice Marie Ayres
Rachel Ann Bagley  
*magna cum laude*

Rebecca Marie Baker*  
*magna cum laude*

Jeremy Ryan Barnes
Elyse Michele Barrett  
*magna cum laude*

Erica M. Behnke  
*magna cum laude*

Julie Susan Bernhard  
*magna cum laude*

Douglas Andrew Berrie
Gina Marie Bianco  
*magna cum laude*

 Roxanne Marie Biggs  
*magna cum laude*

Amanda L. Bochko  
*magna cum laude*

Linda Marie Bohn
Shaina Lynn Bradley
Lauren Gail Brazier
Natalie-Ann Brock
Emily Burns
Michelle Lynn Cabot  
*magna cum laude*

Victoria Elyse Callahan
Laura A. Campione  
*magna cum laude*

Mariá Cardona
Christine Elizabeth Castaldo
Abhijeeet Chakravarti
Janine Churchill
Jessica Lauren Cimino
Michael Anthony Ciser
Máirín Cushing Clark
Stephanie Elizabeth Cohen
Colleen Marie Connelly
Katherine Claire Connors
Matthew R. Corbett
Laura Marie Core
Megan Anne Crouse  
*magna cum laude*

*University Honors Program*

Tara Maria Crow
Agnese Mary Cuccaro  
*magna cum laude*

Precious Unique Daniels
Rosemary Elizabeth Dattler
Allison Claire Daunoras
Vanessa Nicole De Angelo
Matthew Robert Dell Elba
Erika Kimberly Depelteau

Ashley Ann Derdzikowski
Christopher J. Dimoulas
Nolan William Doyle
Rachel Anne Etra  
*magna cum laude*

University Honors Program
Renée Dawn Fabbricatore
Patrick C. Fallon  
*magna cum laude*

Michael Justin Faro
Valerie Elizabeth Fasano
Lauren Marie Favara
Richard Michael Fetske, II
Kathleen Elizabeth Fleitman  
*summa cum laude*

Jason Sean Fluss
Andrea Lucy Fontanella
Sara Taylor Franckowiak
Lisa M. Frederick
Kelly Ann Gaffney
Aaron Mark Gage
Jessica Marie Galfo  
*summa cum laude*

Nicole Grace Gallo
Daria Veronica Ganelli
Sara Anne Gelpke
Stephanie Jaclyn Gentile
George A. Gibson
Richard R. Girardin  
*summa cum laude*

Rosemary Kiely Glennon  
*magna cum laude*

Rachel Lauren Gogerty
Brendon Michael Griffin
Alexa Marie Guidone  
*magna cum laude*

Kristen Ann Habrack
Lauren Katherine Hansen  
*magna cum laude*

Justine M. Harper
Charmaine Lavaie Harris
Melissa Lee Hartz  
*magna cum laude*

Emily Kate Harvin  
*magna cum laude*

Bryant Davis Hatch  
*magna cum laude*

Kristen Dorothy Heard
Kevin Michael Herbert  
*magna cum laude*

Rachel A. Highley
Erin Jessica Hild
Jillian Eve Hilowitz
Emily Elizabeth Hollesen
Amy Lynn Horter  
*magna cum laude*

Jacqueline M. Humen  
*magna cum laude*

University Honors Program
Stephanie Erin Hunt  
*magna cum laude*

Alyssa Marie Importico  
*magna cum laude*

Suzanne Patricia Innamorato
Fadia Jessey
Crystal Denise Johnson
Sherika Shauna Lee Jones  
*magna cum laude*

Brittany Nicole Kanickij
Elise Hillary Kaplan
Lauren Ann Katz
Timothy O’Brien Kauger  
*magna cum laude*

Kathleen Genevieve Kearns
Megan Elizabeth Kellerman  
*magna cum laude*

University Honors Program
Lauren Elizabeth Kelly
Jana Vernae Key
Karen Khatskelevich
Brittany L. Kieran
Shawn Taylor Kimball
Gillian R. Kleiman  
*magna cum laude*

University Honors Program
Megan Michele Knoth
Brian Christopher Konopka
Matthew Davenport Kovacs  
*summa cum laude*

Lyndsey Brooke Krumholz
Jordan Patrick Kugler
Kerry Ilyse Kuperman
Alexandra Marie Lambert
Tracey Jennifer Landau  
*magna cum laude*

Christopher Donald LaScola
Jemima Laurent
Yrvain Paul Laurent, Jr.
Thomas Andrew Leavy
Nicole Samantha Lemaire
Alexandra Leone  
*magna cum laude*

Carl Dominic Leysa
Sean Aaron Lindeblad  
*magna cum laude*

Eric Abraham Lindner
Elizabeth Rose Lipari
Michael S. Litwornia  
*magna cum laude*

Lynn M. Lopez
Lauren Ashley Magowan
Eric Hamilton Mailler  
*magna cum laude*

Nicholas John Mainor
Matil Oneida Mangual
Patricia Brennan Manhart  
*magna cum laude*

Nermin Mansour
Amanda Marie McCobb
Sean Thomas McGrath
Katelynn Marie McHugh
Rocco Vincent Mercadante
Lindsay Allison Meyers

*College at Florham*
Bachelor of Arts
February 2011
Michelina Elizabeth Aichele  
cum laude
Carolyn Marie Albino  
cum laude
Nicole Elizabeth Ambrasas
Katherine E. Balog
Cornelius Alexander Barbulescu
Kevin Daniel Baum  
cum laude
Shamia Elise Casiano
Benjamin S. Chewey
Darnell Lamont Coleman
Brittany Lynne Curnyn
Ariel B. Davidson
Shoshana Davidson
Scott Lewis Dublin
Candice Leigh Duckworth  
cum laude
Ryan Elizabeth Elwood
Erika Lee Fahy
Sarah J. Guiles  
 magna cum laude
Dexter Hawkins
Kristen Leigh Krasinski  
 magna cum laude
Jamie Elizabeth LaCouture
Stephanie Lopes
Daniel B. Markoff
Derek Paul Marrocco
Mindi Leigh Martins
Kristy Danielle Mathews
Courtney Jean McDermott  
 magna cum laude
Gerri Anna Migliacci  
 magna cum laude
Kelly Marie Mills
Melissa Lynn Norelli
Stephanie Nuñez
Katherine Elizabeth Pacheco
Lori Jean Palmer  
cum laude
Rachel L. Peregrim  
cum laude
Jaclyn Lauren Picon  
 magna cum laude
Kristin Elise Picone
Kelly Anne Pyburn
Camille Jane Ricciotti  
 magna cum laude
Miguel Alberto Rodríguez-Castañe
Scott H. Savage
Dominique A. Scra
Daniel Martin Sharp
Kathryn Rose Stinson
Jason Nithaniel Stopper
William John Tunstead
Richelle M. Walling  
cum laude

* Sammartino Scholarship Recipient

College at Florham
Bachelor of Arts
September 2010
Alison Kaysea Baxter
cum laude
Timothy Matthew Cahn
cum laude
Jonathan Andrew Costa
summa cum laude
Meghan K. Delavan
summa cum laude
Melissa Anne Fox
cum laude
Adam Lee Garry
Lindsay Victoria Grettner
summa cum laude
Michael Joseph Grosso
summa cum laude
Amanda Heule
magna cum laude
Brittnee Caprecce Hughes
cum laude
Caitlin Hughes
summa cum laude
Deirdre Elizabeth Hughson
Alexandra N. Katz
magna cum laude
Marisha R. Kennedy
Nicole Chasmer Knight
Daniel Andrew Kuitems
Matthew Robert Martone
Vanessa Muniz
Christine T. O’Donnell
Alexander Harris Pepperman
Tiffany Geraldine Rodriguez
magna cum laude
Alexa Danielle Sahli
Sara Elizabeth Senter
cum laude
Stacy Ann Serries
Bryant Sachat Simons
Sasha Stacie Soriano
cum laude
Jennifer Lynn Suárez
Matthew Leo Sullivan
summa cum laude
Isabell Luiza Wnekowicz
cum laude
Asia Bradley Young
Bachelor of Science
September 2010
Beatrice Nicole Markiewicz
summa cum laude
University Honors Program
Chauna Monique Mason
cum laude
Heather Marie Mazza
Kimberly A. McGowan
cum laude
Mariana Milan
summa cum laude
Andrew Thomas Miles
Florecendie Oscar
Megan L. Papera
summa cum laude
Robert Thomas Perkins, Jr.
Michelle Marie Rivera
Robert J. Rosano
Aneesah Saheb
Laura Allison Serafin
Meha Manish Sheth
magna cum laude
Mariana Vanessa Suarez
Bachelor of Science
February 2011
Jessica Francis Caravaggio
cum laude
Ambrose K. Cooke
cum laude
Mirtha Sairis De Aza
Erica Leo Lee
Lernens Oscar
Bachelor of Science
September 2010
Lizbeth Lorena Aguilar
Dikshika H. Hirpara
Alexandra Marie Rella
Rocco Santacroce, III
Thomas J. Slater
cum laude
Kimberly Van Wert
SILBERMAN COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
Master of Business Administration
May 2011
Courtney Ann Agens
Alaba Lola Aladeniyi
Melissa Helen Apostolidis
Jack Steven Aversa
Caidin Rose Bantel
Keith J. Barrier
Joseph Anthony Basel
Fleur Alexandra Baumgartner
Richard John Berberian
Leslie Ann Book
Peter Joseph Botros
Kally Bougades
Shaun M. Brodsky
Mary E. Campbell
Jennifer Ann Chalupa
Hua Chen
Alissa Marie Constantinople
Cesar Orlando Da Costa
Rajendra Krishnaji Damle
Vilma V. daSilva-Vaca
Angela DiStasio
Paul Owen Donnelly
Timothy S. Dunham
Joseph Thomas Fedo
Anjali Tatta Fehon
Rebecca Anne Force
Adam Graham Geiger
Janelle Nicole Gordon
Kritthika Jagannath
Brian Howard Jennings
Parimala Karthigeyan
Spoorthi Katar
Laura Penman Kirk
Althea Kitchens
Madhu Kumar Komuravelli
Amanda Jo Parsons LaGanga
Christopher Charles LaGanga
Jolly Lal
Thomas Angelo Lauterbach
Francesca Lepore
Kelly Anne Lozito
Jimmy M. Lu
Aron G. Lukacs
Carmel Marie Meyer
Marie A. Mezaber
Seth David Miller
Amish B. Modi
Amanda Marie Montesano
Mathivanan S. Munikrishnan
Vijay Nanjundan
Karin Marie Nassif
Thomas Carlos Nassif
Tanya Lynn Paitakes
Ravikumar Pattabiraman
Meera Patturajan
Jennifer Ann Perito
Gitanjali Mary Reddy
College at Florham
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Mansi Viral Patel
Samirbhai Rameshbhai Patel
Valerie M. Powers
Michael C. Schifman
Ashley R. Smith
Sanyal Surendra Thakar
Melissa Walker
Justin Joseph Weber
Magdalena Zyskowska

Master of Science
May 2011
Kathleen Mary Alexander
Raquel Arrechea
Todd Anthony DeFilippis
Michael Robert Doniloski
Usman Faiz
Jolene M. Hoffman
Ann Ishenko
Kimberly Ann Jaraiewicz
Vitaliy Khalaboura
Edward Adam Leitinger
Scott Evan Millman
Anthony S. Nappa
Stacy L. Palmer
Susan Bernadette Phillip-Lewis
Marina Abbott Galvão Rodrigues
Niyati N. Shah
Maureen Tracy Whorns
Courtney Reneé Young
Khyya R. Zala

Master of Science
February 2011
Richard Anthony Campanella, Jr.
Bradley Richard Campbell
Reene Maria Cevallos
Sandra Chan
Megan Ann Cicchetti
Robert Michael Costanza
Nicole Ann DeGraw
Catherine J. Del Re
Linda Rose Dunne
Ashley Fiorenza
Robert L. Gilbert
Donald J. Hertling
Ryan A. Hyson
James Mbugua Kimani
Vincent A. Long
Jacqueline Matarazzo
Paul G. Maurer, II
Craig S. McCutcheon
Erik Jimenez Rivera
Tatiana B. Morales Schwager
William John Selawsky, Jr.
Melissa Leigh Setzer
John Anthony Slattery
Kurt Alan Stiefel
Lukasz Krzysztof Szorc
Juan A. Tinoco

Master of Science
September 2010
Ernira Culi
Albert Genaro De Young
Jason David Friedhoff
Robin S. Kaufman
Johnnie Lawrence, Jr.
Amanda Leong
Katherine F. Lowry
Krystina Marie Picciottoli
Brian R. Resnikoff
Robert Sansalone
Mark Joseph Solis
Pamela Terzian
Aaron H. Wolff

Bachelor of Science
May 2011
Gino Anthony Abbate, III
cum laude
Anthony Aiello
Jessica Dawn Alfonso
magna cum laude
Michael Azenda
Danielle Christine Barbosa
cum laude
Sonal Bhatnagar
magna cum laude
Christa Marie Boguski
magna cum laude
Brian A. Buono
Colin Dean Burns
Michelle Calia
Jessica Nicole Carr
Kennya-Tamer Teel Chambers
Steven Michael Ciminio
Daniel Ciprut
Brian Ross Corea
cum laude
Hilina A. Damte
Corbin Michael Dean
cum laude
Anthony Rocco Del Visco
Christina DePasquale
cum laude
Tiffany Renée DiGiambattista
cum laude
Jeanine Marie Driscoll
Kyle Lawrence Emery
cum laude
Robert Faiges, Jr.
cum laude
Alex Gregory Farinich
cum laude
Carissa Lynn Federico
cum laude
Lora Marie Fink
cum laude
Katherine M. Friedfeld
cum laude
John Brian Gaw
Brian R. Gonedes
Sonja Gladys Gonzalez
Steven L. González
Jessica Goodhand
Michael Jeffrey Gordon  
cum laude  
Amanda Michelle Gray  
cum laude  
Christopher L. Guzman  
John R. Hancock  
William Richard Happe, Jr.  
cum laude  
John Richard Harris  
cum laude  
Marc Alexander Hubbert  
Matthew John Jeffers  
Nigel H. Mordecai John Baptiste  
Christopher Eric Johnson  
Ryan Scott Kalish  
Julian Elie Khater  
Matthew William Kinsley  
Brian Scott Kizelevich  
Mark Kulikowski  
Nicholas Peter Lamberti  
Elyse Catherine Sarah Langsett  
Marlisa LaRiche  
cum laude  
Mary L. Leib  
summa cum laude  
Ona-Marie Leiwant  
cum laude  
Jessica Nichole Lewis  
Joseph P. LoBrace  
cum laude  
Nicholas Rocco LoFaro  
Thomas Theodore Lyzenga  
magna cum laude  
Marc Anthony Manno, Jr.  
Douglas Robert McCardell  
Keith Andrew McCarthy  
Chase Anthony Michael McDonald  
Lauren Elizabeth McQuillan  
Joseph Dominick Meglio  
cum laude  
Curtis John Metrokotsas  
Madeleine Guevara Morales  
Priscilla Jamell Gonzalez Morey  
Jessica Ann Murray  
David Naringi  
cum laude  
Joseph Paul Negri  
Jaclyn Marie Negro  
Jaison Nieves  
magna cum laude  
Gabrielle Christine Nole  
Alex Patrick O’Connor  
Megan Patricia O’Shea  
cum laude  
Salvatore Spencer Pascale  
summa cum laude  
Marco Cory Patella  
Monica Lynn Pereira  
Matthew David Perry  
John Michael Porter  
Meaghan Marie Reilly  
Jamie Michelle Rewick  
summa cum laude  
John Patrick Reynolds  
Alisha Jasmin Ricks  
cum laude  
Robert Patrick Roberts, Jr.  
Javier Antonio Rodriguez  
cum laude  
Robert B. Rommel  
Demetrios Andreas Rotsides  
Parissa Safari  
Christopher Robert Salpetro  
cum laude  
Michael Philip Sanojemma, Jr.  
magna cum laude  
Ankit Shah  
Fardose Tamara Shakour  
cum laude  
Ellen Siracuse  
cum laude  
Brandon Jon Smith  
Eleanor Jane Smith  
Teresa Marie Spada  
Andrew Michael Sparacio  
Michaela Annie Stevanovic  
James Anthony Sullivan, Jr.  
Shealyn Erin Taggart  
Andres Tito Torres  
Allyse Tulanowski  
cum laude  
Stacy Lyn Tuys  
Alexandra Venditte  
magna cum laude  
Gregory James Watson  
cum laude  
Charles W. Weiss  
Brendan Patrick Welch  
Michael Anthony Zangrillo  
Bachelor of Science  
September 2010  
Amanda Marie Alosi  
Nicholas John Baccare  
Audrey Elizabeth Benmoh  
Amanda Marie Bleka  
Christopher Stephen Boland  
Angelo Luis Borghini  
Megan Lynn Butts  
Ashley Marie Camacho  
Jill Christine Catalano  
Ludger Deryce, Jr.  
James Brian Gartland  
magna cum laude  
Bryan Anthony Gray  
cum laude  
Mileidy Lorenzo  
Joseph Pellegrino  
Adam Romelczyk  
Robert Sansalone  
magna cum laude  
Eric Jason Schwartz  
George Edward Smith, IV  
Shontae Diana Taylor  
Jolene M. Hoffman  
cum laude  
Brian M. Hurley  
Ann Ishenko  
cum laude  
Abdullah Kenana  
Kristopher John Kendall  
Steven James Kennedy  
cum laude  
Vitaliy Khalaboura  
magna cum laude  
Sam Jesse Kramer  
cum laude  
Phillip Scot LeGault  
Michael G. Mallotides  
summa cum laude  
Craig Steven Nudelman  
cum laude  
Wonder Kwabla Nyameshie  
Alexander Jay Patruno  
Amanda Jane Pornovets-Zwolinski  
Ana Yancy Rodriguez  
Michaela Rusinak  
Lee Ross Selby  
Meryl Beth Shields  
Nicholas David Spano  
Anthony Philip Staropoli  
Kevin Michael Wiley  
Steven Edward Wilkin  
cum laude  
Bachelor of Science  
February 2011  
Anthony Joseph Alcantara  
Lauren E. Berbick  
Andrew S. Bertellotti  
Douglas F. Bookholt, Jr.  
Matthew James Bray  
William Scott Buckless  
Alicia R. Cabral  
cum laude  
Thomas Camasta, Jr.  
magna cum laude  
Robert Elliot Cravatts  
magna cum laude  
Scott P. Crystal  
cum laude  
Michael David DiStefano  
cum laude  
Michael Robert Doniloski  
Nicholas Fallilene  
Michael Finocchiaro  
Tia L. Gee  
Shamus Micah Gillen  
cum laude  
Doris Gonzalez  
cum laude  
Philip Michael Greene  
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ANTHONY J. PETROCELLI
COLLEGE OF CONTINUING
STUDIES

Bachelor of Arts
May 2011
Andrena S. Cheatham
Wai Sung Cheng
Carly Marie Claus
* cum laude
Jacqueline Marie D'Urso
Daniel Richard Gallagher
Alexander Schmidt Kajencki
Neil Bruce Liepmann
Katherine Liriano
Trevor Joseph Maguire
Michael Mason
Chad Ryan Nathan
* cum laude
Ryan Nicole Olexson
Daniel Piasecki
Richard T. Pittner
Laura Caroline Steenberg
* cum laude
Michael George Traendly
Harris Steven Tuchman
Adam J. Warman
Marietta Zino
* cum laude

Bachelor of Arts
February 2011
John M. Bellingeri
Gregory David Edgell
Lydia Oldja
Sophia Paris

Bachelor of Arts
September 2010
Allyson M. Brown
Jeffrey Joseph Dunn
* cum laude
Diane Marie Mandeen
Majeedah Nur Shariah
Billy Dee Williams

INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
OF HOSPITALITY AND
TOURISM MANAGEMENT

Master of Science
May 2011
Ashley K. Eevardi
Stephanie Vincenza Gimigliano
Dina Girshovich
Nathalie Rosie Gonzalez
Marilyn McHugh
Candice Marie Rech

Master of Science
September 2010
Christina R. Losey
Phil Mattia
Peter Rusinak

Bachelor of Science
May 2011
Laura Catherine Biviano
Kristen Lynn Cavalieri
Jaclyn Eve Corseri
* magna cum laude
Jordan Alexis Cronk
* cum laude
Michael Patrick Gill
Elisabeth Luise Hilzen
Samantha L. Lincoln
Jessa Lodovici
Christine Anne Longenhagen
* cum laude
Jamie Michelle Mills
* magna cum laude
Jennifer Courtney Pagano
Jon Michael Saloukas
* cum laude
Alex Sariyan
Elana Rachel Schulefand
* summa cum laude
Melissa Anne Winfield
* cum laude

Bachelor of Science
February 2011
Daniel S. Levine
Charles G. Mortimer, IV
Jennifer Ann Rosenberg

Bachelor of Science
September 2010
Raffaellina Novilia Buonincontri
* magna cum laude
Tiffany Ann Marie Cappuccio
Alana J. Madera
Peter Jason Milazzo
Victoria E. Seckinger
Kevin Peter Shadiack
Jamie Taylor
* cum laude

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE:
ARTS • SCIENCES •
PROFESSIONAL STUDIES

PETER SAMMARTINO
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Master of Arts in Teaching
May 2011
Kimberly Michelle Abarno
Carolyn Marie Albino
Alicia Nicole Angione
Brittany Anne Becker
Amy R. Beideman
Marisa Ann Burger
Jane Meredith Casamassa
Ryan Elizabeth Cash
Vanessa Nicole Clark
Krista Ann Colabella
Katie Anne Crum
Anthony DelConte
Mackenzie Ann D’Orsi
Erika Lee Fahy
Kimberly Ann Fliszar
Melissa Anne Fox
Kristin M. Frederick
Melissa Marie Freitas
Charity Lynn Freund
Crystal Lisa Fulop
Elaine Favetta Gennaro
Jason R. Glezman
Angela Marie Goydish*
Christina Rose Griguoli
Christine Marie Heyl
Lara Magali Hirshenson
Charles S. Hosier
Caitlyn Georgette Hoskins
Claudia Nicole Hrabar
Caitlin Hughes
Mariissa Diane Hyman
Melissa Ann Kahse
Alexandra N. Katz
Kayla Marie Kays
Alissa Marie Kochel*
Matthew E. Krayton
Stephen Donald Liloia
Brian Litosky
Samantha Marie Low
Evan A. Mager
Mindie Leigh Martins
Nicole J. Mazzeocci
Troy Michael McClellan
Evona Lee Mozulay
Melissa Lynn Norelli
Brianne ’Taylor O’Brien*
Stephanie Ann Prol
Lauren Michelle Richard
Tiffany Geraldine Rodriguez
Marni Batya Schultz
Carrie Marissa Schwartz
Myndi Barbara Smithers*

* Sammartino Scholarship Recipient
John Albert Suk
Matthew Leo Sullivan
Tara L. Sullivan
Briana Tantars
Mihaela Tuluca
Samantha Louise Varela-Nunes
Heather Marie Verheeck
Tiffany Lynn Wieczorek
Stephanie Susan Zelonis

**Master of Arts in Teaching**
**September 2010**
Jennifer Lynn Carter
Joseph Dominick Cecala
Kathryn Lindsay Elders
Matthew Christopher Giorgio
Waheeda Naematulla

**Master of Arts in Teaching**
**February 2011**
Michael Patrick Collins
Holly Lyn Corsaro*
Kelli R. Covert
Raime Eliza DeShazo
Jason Richard Garzone
Allison Marie Johnson
Brianna Gabrielle Logan
Jennifer Michelle Lorber
Falyn R. Marsella
Ashley Kathryn Pennell
Brian Gregory Perlstein*
Caitlin Cristine Michaela Regan
Crystal Rae Richards
David Storicks

* Sammartino Scholarship Recipient
Metropolitan Campus

DEGREE CANDIDATES
The candidates from the Metropolitan Campus, Teaneck, New Jersey, who have qualified for their degrees during the 2010–2011 academic year are recommended to the Board of Trustees by the Faculty of Fairleigh Dickinson University for the degrees indicated.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE:
ARTS • SCIENCES • PROFESSIONAL STUDIES

SCHOOL OF ART
AND MEDIA STUDIES

Master of Arts
May 2011
Mai Abdulaziz Alnowaiser
Cristina Elizabeth Bernal
Angela DePoalo
Nicole Mary Fichthorn
Carolyn A. Myles
Zoe Melissa Ogilvie
Shailyn Sasha Palin
Khalif Yaasir Parsons
Federico Rodio
Caressa Mary Sanford
Lauren Scriver
Melinda Padovano Stumpp
Edwin Omar Tejada
Jamie-Nichole Ware
Ning Yu

Master of Arts
February 2011
Andrea Ferreira
Jonathan Joseph Hyppolite
Gavi Francisco Rosario
Michael J. Stanzione

Master of Arts
September 2010
Barcley Cadet
Men-Chun Kuo

Bachelor of Arts
May 2011
Ronald Christopher Brown, II
Lauren Joslin Chapman
Rachel Anne Croghan
Jennifer Nicole Crump
University Honors Program
Lisa-Marie Curti
Jeanamari deCarlos
Christopher Thomas Faraoe

Crystal Stephanie Garcia
Ruben Dariana Garcia
Shiomara Caridad Gonzalez
Amber Nicole Gonzalez-Clybourn
Terence J. Grier
Anders Jan Groop
magna cum laude
Jaclyn Sally Jarmulowicz
Lauren Marie Kilson
Christina Mary Martine
Kenley Mathurin
Sergio Munoz
Tonya Leigh Oberlender
Adrienne Barraquias Ocariza
magna cum laude
Bamidele Adesegun Ojo, Jr.
Shailyn Sasha Palin
Heeyong Park
Khalif Yaasir Parsons
cum laude
Megan Elizabeth Patterson
Liandra Pires
cum laude
Dilcia Lourdes Recinos
Jared Michael Roberson
Daniel John Robinson
Erlin Louise Roudebush
cum laude
Caressa Mary Sanford
Amanda Santeit
magna cum laude
Michele Sarafian
Michael Anthony Scott, II
Pia Shetty
magna cum laude
University Honors Program
Andrea Stefano
Marilynn Denise Stefano
magna cum laude
Melinda Padovano Stumpp
magna cum laude
University Honors Program
Jordan Elizabeth Sykes
cum laude
James Willis Todd, Jr.
cum laude
William Bernard Wayman
Judith M. Williams

Bachelor of Arts
February 2011
Marim A. Alnemer
cum laude
Mai Abdulaziz Alnowaiser
summa cum laude
Cinthia Vanessa Cedeno
Devon Kate Gallo
Shanita Joi Howard
Bayan Omar Kabbani
cum laude
Terry L. Lydecker, Jr.
Kenneth William O’Boyle
magna cum laude

Gavi Francisco Rosario
magna cum laude
University Honors Program
Luis J. Rosario

Bachelor of Arts
September 2010
Adam Michael Bleznick
Dooley H. Watts
Jesse Randel Williams
cum laude
Gur Yilmaz
Brian Hogg Wei Yong
cum laude

LEE GILDART AND OSWALD HAASE SCHOOL OF COMPUTER SCIENCES AND ENGINEERING

Master of Science
May 2011
Sreekanth Adepu
Asiya Begum
Rutvij Y. Bhatt
Harshit Jitesh Kumar Chokshi
Tarununnigkar Contractor
William David Cunningham
Ramya Teja Damuloori
Barbara Elizabeth Florio
Sruthi Garikapati
Deepak Jamandlamudi
Raghav Vardhan Reddy Kallem
Krishna Chaitanya Kalvatala
Kiran Kumar Kauthuri
Sanum Rauf Khan
Zalak Rajendrakumar Khatri
Swetha Kuchukulla
Shashank Kumar Mallampeta
Sunil Kumar Nettem
Naresh Sundar Rajan
Michael Rozov
Gokul Thirugnana Sambandam
Michael Alan Saunders
Alisha Sengupta
Rushabh Kanubhai Shah
Ravi Teja Tirumala Setti
Sindhura Reddy Vemula
Sanjoria Viswanadhapalli

Master of Science
February 2011
Tony Alexander
Amal Nazih Aref
Ajay Beniwal
Ruchi M. Desai
Trupti Kunal Dobariya
Sai Sandeep Kola
Deepak Kotte
Douglas Lloyd Kryger
Chitrakeha Mondal
Dixithbhi N. Patel
Vaibhav Udayan Patel
Kinjal Naresh Shah  
Shivani Sureshbhai Shah  
Rajashekeran Thigambaram  
Ishwarya Vanama  
Venkata Dilipkiran Vedantam  
Aravind Veluchamy  
Swetha Yarlagadda

**Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering Technology**
-May 2011-  
Nicholas Robert Colangelo  
Khester Edwin Magsino

**Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering Technology**
-February 2011-  
Jose Camilo Franco

**Bachelor of Science in Construction Engineering Technology**
-May 2011-  
Rashad A. Eatman

**Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering**
-May 2011-  
Fred Clark, Jr.  
magna cum laude

**Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering Technology**
-May 2011-  
Siddiq Ahmed  
Michael Irene  
Corey Michael Sigur  
Luis Enrique Yañez Escalante

**Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering Technology**
-May 2011-  
Benson Mak

**Bachelor of Arts**  
-May 2011-  
Sean Francis Milachouski  
magna cum laude

**Bachelor of Science**
-May 2011-  
Ofir K. Davidesko  
Zachary Thomas Kisling  
cum laude

**Bachelor of Science**
-May 2011-  
Jonathan Paul Filocco  
Amanda Lynn Flachs  
Elisabeth Susanne Fleming  
Cecia N. Hernandez  
cum laude

**Bachelor of Science**
-February 2011-  
Andrew Edward Howe  
Rebecca Jean Hunter  
cum laude

**Bachelor of Science**
-February 2011-  
Corey Gene Jeffers  
cum laude

**Bachelor of Arts**
-May 2011-  
Norah Jurechko  
Travis Kiernan  
Joshua Michael Kleinman  
Joseph M. Martino  
Brittney Tamira Maxwell  
Christina Ann Mroz  
John Ng  
Bryan Gary Penzenik  
Ralph Joseph Pepe  
Kley Peralta, Jr., III  
Liliana Matos Pereira  
Joseph Charles Pindorf, Jr.  
Michael Joseph Riccardello  
Erika Rios-Cristancho  
Sara Rocha  
George Michael Rodriguez  
Glorimar Santiago  
Jasmyra Irene Saunders  
Jew-lla Jazmine Thigpen  
Carl Thomas  
LaShawn Nicole Thomas  
N’Gina Shane Thomas  
Joseph Frank Weidner  
Gary Thomas Yannetti  
magna cum laude

**Bachelor of Arts**
-September 2010-  
Raja Sandeep Krovvidi  
Nkwa Asukwo Yellow-Duke  
Majdi I. Zaineh

**Bachelor of Arts**
-February 2011-  
Mitchel Balcacer  
magna cum laude

**Bachelor of Arts**
-September 2010-  
Nisreen Ahmad Ibrahim  
Larysa Natalie McCarty  
cum laude

**Bachelor of Arts**
-September 2010-  
Denisse Mina
Matthew Christian Palmieri  
Felisha Orlandina Reyes-Morton  
Michelle Rodriguez  

**PETER SAMMARTINO SCHOOL OF EDUCATION**  

**Master of Arts**  

**May 2011**  

Gustavo A. Barrientos  
Jamie McKee Bredahl  
Nour H. Bushihri  
Sharvette Marcia Clarke  
Catherine Jallil Danahy  
Tami Catherine Davieau  
Corina Sarah Drozdowski  
Jessica Ann Fean  
Amber Marie Gagliola  
Erin Delia Killea  
Hye-Young Lee  
Christopher P. Macioch  
Amy Theresa Martin-Garner  
Karen Ann Noetzel  
Christine Marie Rains  
Jill Meredith Rosenbloom  
Sherril E. Rothstein  
Melissa Anne Schwartz  
Gina A. Sloginski  
Vania Yonita  
Heather Ann Zalis  

**Master of Arts**  

**February 2011**  

Jenni Lee Groegler  
Victoria Marie Hickey  
Nicole Ann Iannucci  
Holly Marie Jongema  
Marisa Nicole Kossoy  
Christine Marie Nichols  
Susan Mary Oekkers  
Rachel Maria Padian  
Cheryl Denise Pettway  
Jason Marc Samuels  
Marygina M. Sadek  
Oguz Yildiz  
Joanne Zamorski  

**Master of Arts**  

**September 2010**  

David Edwin Allan  
Jennifer Marie Arasim  
Melissa Brooke Axel  
Kelly Lynn Batten  
Deborah Bertolino  
Valerie Elizabeth Coronel  
Lisa Marie Genna  
Michelle Leigh Greenling  
Matthew Robert Huminski  
Kevin Michael Kanauss  
Tishara Danyale Landi  
Yvonne Magliocco  
Michelle Rachele Meyer  
Christine Marie O’Brien  

Stacey Lynn Shute  
Mary Anne Sparacio  
Jacqueline Wilson  
Melanie Pauline Zilberfarb  

**Master of Arts in Teaching**  

**May 2011**  

Hamsa Abdul-Baki*  
Sarah Marie Allen  
Laura Lynn Allen-Garbarino  
Mark F. Amodeo  
Denise Andrews  
Stephanie Rita Arena  
Yackelin G. Barrientos  
GinaMarie Bilotti  
Lindsey Diana Bloomer  
Richard Lawrence Bonizzi  
Amanda Lee Burkett  
Chris Anne Cahill  
Chelsie Leah Charnet  
Michelle Tricia Claussen  
Nina R. Cohen  
Rosa M. Colon  
Joseph Cristinzio, IV  
Kimberly T. Domantay  
Nancy F. Elsayed  
Christina Nicole Farrell  
Justin Allen Faust  
Deena Ganger  
Dawn M. Griffith  
Jessica Lynn Groff  
Nicole J. Hacker  
Jessica Marie Hall  
Kathryn Jeanette Hoover  
Ikram Iseed  
Nera N. Kaleb  
Lauren Petra Kelly  
Teresa A. Kelly  
Annie Pauline Knapp  
Marisel Maribel Lopez  
Ericka M. Mateo  
Lauren Ann Mesic  
Sharon Elizabeth Enterline  
McClure*  
AnnaMarie Carmela Morales  
Nancy Ruth Morehouse  
Tiffany Lynn Nicholl  
Rosa Maria Nieves  
Sandy Nuthalapati  
Melissa Elizabeth O’Brien  
Erica Nicole O’Connor  
Erica Mercedes Perez  
Kathleen M. Pieta  
Amanda Mary Rinaldi  
David John Rogers, III  
Kayleigh Joy Root  
Robert Frederick Selig  
Kyle Lindsey Selnek  
Jessica Lynn Simon  
Jessica Nicole Skeenes  
Katherine Audrey Solomon  
Christina Marie Mangino Spaeth  

Beryl Joy Steinbach  
Jonathan Thai  
Nathaniel Josef Tor  
Lori Ann Verbiski*  
Michael Brian Walker  
Nicole Marie Weil  
Kristin Marie Weyand  
Claudine Suzanne Williams  
Jerrica Monet Willie  
Jie Young Won  
Miranda Po Ling Yeung  

**Master of Arts in Teaching**  

**February 2011**  

Janice Silvia Acosta  
Eleni Edith Alevizakos  
Meghan Kathleen Azzaro  
Laura Budesa  
Herbert Marshall Caughman, Jr.  
Lynn Marie Colella  
Jennifer Conahay  
John de Armas  
Christina Framo  
Gail B. Glover  
Denise C. Graham  
Karen Lissette Guillen  
Prudence Hanly  
Christina Marie Henry  
Amanda Michelle Highley  
Julie Melissé Hollingsworth  
Peter S. Kim  
Lyane Sylvie Kleinman  
Carol Ann Kus  
Kelly D. Meunier  
Julianne Mills  
Rebecca Rose Novalis  
Sabina Elizabeth Orsi  
Stephanie Alyssa Paris  
Kecia J. Powell  
Maryann Reed  
Jamie Alexander Reuter  
Carole Jean Roach  
Stephanie Jeanne Schetler  
Nicole Elizabeth Shepherd  
Judith Ann Simoni  
Alicia Marie Smith  
Maureen Helen Streck  
Claudia Lewis Wheeler  
Alyssa Mae Worbetz  

**Master of Arts in Teaching**  

**September 2010**  

Doris H. Bartel  
Jacqueline Davis  
Dallas Dafne De More  
Melissa Sue Gray  
Lauren Ashley Guerracino  
Sara Rose Pernice  
Cindi Agresta Quinn  
Brandon D. Sharkey  

* Sammartino Scholarship Recipient  

Metropolitan Campus
SCHOOL OF ENGLISH, PHILOSOPHY AND HUMANITIES

Master of Arts
May 2011
Susan Elizabeth Murphy

Master of Arts
February 2011
Nicole Theresa Abernethy
Tina Alaimo LoPonte

Bachelor of Arts
May 2011
Amanda Marie Alayon
Toni Lynn Astor
Andrew Travis Brandt
Lindsey Nicole Cawley
Christina Isabel Chavez
Brendel Joseph Clifford
Emily Cordero Velasquez
Brittany Nicole Czekai
Kelli Ann Davis
Kristyn Danielle Deitrich
Bryn M. Erace
Erica Ferreira
Jennifer Lynn Godfrey
Allison Nicole Goltra
Corey Gene Jeffers
Ashley Caroline Jost
Janice Marie Kerrigan
Karri Lynn Knauss
Alyssa A. Krisanda
Rosemarie Loughlin
Elyssia Rosemary Manganaro
Ellen Pauline K. Martin
Alyssa Nicole Mayrose
Kristy Ann McAllister
Charles Elliott Mest
Ashleigh Marie Mitchell
Kai N. Myers
Abigail Leigh O'Briant
Stephanie Marie Piccinich
Karen Ann Reilly
Geraldine Jodie Savidge-Rusk
Elizabeth Ann Schabacker
Jonathan Brett Schoettler
Lisa Marie Sherman
Sabrina Danielle Simon
Tiffany Mary Southall
Najla Elaine Suluki
Juliet Elise Volzone

Bachelor of Arts
February 2011
Laura Lynn Allen-Garbarino
Lacey Virginia Sherman Hancher
Lisa April Hintzer
Sharron Lisa James
Lourdes Graciela Keochgerien
Thomas Michael Mulholland
Melissa Elizabeth O'Brien
Erica Nicole O'Connor
Harold Bruno Strom, IV
Elisa Lucia Angela Turdo

Bachelor of Arts
September 2010
Amanda Lee Burkett
Danielle Marie Chew
Kayana M. Howard
Sunetta Lynn McNair
Julianne Mills
Nancy Ruth Morehouse
University Honors Program
Diana Lynn Norris
Maryann Reed
Kayleigh Joy Root
Kristen Lynn Terry

Lupita Villalobos
magna cum laude
University Honors Program
Kerry Ann Zadusewski

SCHOOL OF HISTORY, POLITICAL AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

Master of Arts
May 2011
Brian Thomas Kopac
Kawa Nouri Morad
Mohamed Said Saber
Lauren Anne Waldrop
Estefani E. Zighami

Master of Arts
February 2011
Su Jin Shin

Master of Arts
September 2010
Nikos Metaxas

Bachelor of Arts
May 2011
Jason Dwayne Cummings
Jessica Natalia Eischen
Brendel Joseph Clifford
Emily Cordero Velasquez
Brittany Nicole Czekai
Kelli Ann Davis
Kristyn Danielle Deitrich
Bryn M. Erace
Erica Ferreira
Jennifer Lynn Godfrey
Allison Nicole Goltra
Corey Gene Jeffers
Ashley Caroline Jost
Janice Marie Kerrigan
Karri Lynn Knauss
Alyssa A. Krisanda
Rosemarie Loughlin
Elyssia Rosemary Manganaro
Ellen Pauline K. Martin
Alyssa Nicole Mayrose
Kristy Ann McAllister
Charles Elliott Mest
Ashleigh Marie Mitchell
Kai N. Myers
Abigail Leigh O'Briant
Stephanie Marie Piccinich
Karen Ann Reilly
Geraldine Jodie Savidge-Rusk
Elizabeth Ann Schabacker
Jonathan Brett Schoettler
Lisa Marie Sherman
Sabrina Danielle Simon
Tiffany Mary Southall
Najla Elaine Suluki
Juliet Elise Volzone

Bachelor of Arts
February 2011
Laura Lynn Allen-Garbarino
Lacey Virginia Sherman Hancher
Lisa April Hintzer
Sharron Lisa James
Lourdes Graciela Keochgerien
Thomas Michael Mulholland
Melissa Elizabeth O'Brien
Erica Nicole O'Connor
Harold Bruno Strom, IV
Elisa Lucia Angela Turdo

Bachelor of Arts
September 2010
Amanda Lee Burkett
Danielle Marie Chew
Kayana M. Howard
Sunetta Lynn McNair
Julianne Mills
Nancy Ruth Morehouse
University Honors Program
Diana Lynn Norris
Maryann Reed
Kayleigh Joy Root
Kristen Lynn Terry

Felicia Edwina Hawthorne
magna cum laude
Brendel Joseph Clifford
Erica Lynn Frake
Joanne Lynn Gartner
magna cum laude
Yavuz Abraham Inanli
Kyracos Jumi
Tara Leigh Kelly
Emily Morris Kreifels
Michael Patrick Maring
Robert W. Morris, Jr.
summa cum laude
Kaitlin Teresa O'Neill
Amy Michelle Parsons
magna cum laude
Gregory David Parzych
magna cum laude
Angelica Nicole Richardson
Janeen Marie Robb
magna cum laude
Marina S. Shaker
Florence April Taylor
Lisa Warrilow
magna cum laude
University Honors Program
Kathleen Shannon West
magna cum laude
University Honors Program

Metropolitan Campus
Bachelor of Arts
February 2011
Frank Anthony Cucetta
  * cum laude
Dominic Michael Magi
  * cum laude
Joseph S. Vespe
Nicolette Marie Weil
  magna cum laude

Bachelor of Arts
September 2010
Joseph Cristinzio, IV
  summa cum laude
Alexandra Maria DeLeon
Matthew Kittner

SCHOOL OF NATURAL SCIENCES

Master of Arts
February 2011
Ashutosh Purohit

Master of Science
May 2011
Esinam Kuma Agbley
Stephanie Rita Arena
Susan Michelle Auler
Jaclyn M. Bellomo
Stephanie Laura Biagini
Adnan Brkovic
Sarvika Burugupalli
Keerthika Deepala
Chrsimol Jacob George
Sesa Gopal Gopinathan
Sharon Michelle Hayden
Courtney Janell Hixon
Emma Howes
Johanna Alexandra Hoyos
Mahmoud Z. Ijbara
Lin Jin
Mohan Roopa Krovi
Hsin-Hung Kuo
Rajani Kurudula
Christina S. Ladouceur
Yuchuan Lin
Ophelia Cecile Meldener
Nicolette Allison Mershon
Alpana Ravindra Oak
Shanti Pabbathi
Abhishek Apurvabhai Patel
Sukumar Jugdishbhai Patel
Joshua Peter Romero
Barry Setiawan
Akshay Shaliesh Shah
Jolly P. Shah
Ronakumar Upendra Shah
Sneyna Shah
Vaishali Shah
Melissa A. Smith
Sylvia Solty
Juie Hansraj Tanavade
Sairamya Vellala
Saikiran Vodela
Liliana Xavier
Fei Yang

Master of Science
February 2011
Nicki Gabrielle Alessi
Mandy Hai Jai Chang
Aparna Chimalamari
Vivek Parshtottambhai Faldu
Yuchuan Lin
Janak R. Patel
Kathleen Riccardello
Jyotsna Samarla
Akanksha Tandon
Sanya Sribala Tatapudi
Anupkumar Dilipkumar Thakkar
Bhumika Thumar
Dishant D. Trivedi
Bhanu Kiran Yarlagadda
Andrew Yeh

Bachelor of Science
September 2010
Shiara L. Baez
Mahrukh Mohsin Syeda

Bachelor of Science
May 2011
John Cristinzio, IV
JoAnne Marie Mainiero
Anita Mietus
Joshua Peter Romero
Orquidia Cristina Solano
Aneta Torbus

Bachelor of Science
September 2010
Lillian Espinoza
Evelyn Anna Lobodzinska
Gerardo Hernan Nunez Villegas
University Honors Program
Paulina Plaskon

HENRY P. BECTON
SCHOOL OF NURSING
AND ALLIED HEALTH

Doctor of Nursing Practice
May 2011
Prisca O. Anuforo
Edwin Cabassa
Jeanne L. Martine
Patricia Ucheoma Ukaigwe

Doctor of Nursing Practice
February 2011
Marie Audene Tse-Valcin

Master of Science
May 2011
Darshanabahen Jayeshkumar
Mistry

* Sammartino Scholarship Recipient

Metropolitan Campus
Master of Science in Nursing
May 2011
Lesley Anne Andrew
Patricia Baptiste
Sarah A. Bornstein
Denise Charles
Estela Pantaleon Dimes
Ruben Dario Millan Echeverry
Margaret Denise Edwards
Andrew Fruschi
Erin Noel Graulich
Patti Anne Horton
Clara Nocaw Kelly
Judith Ann Mayer
Denia Maureen Pérez Morales
Daryl Borja Oclaret
Susan Angus Perez
Maryellen Phillips
Maria Cristina Sanchez
Lorraine Ann Stephenson
Jordan Velasco

Shmuel Y. Bieler
magna cum laude
Ariella Bleich
cum laude
Sarah Rita Boboli
cum laude
Lilian D. Bolivar-Altamura
cum laude
Yvonne M. Boye-Codjoe
Mimoza Brahim
Jason Tablico Bueroano
Priscilla Burgos
Jessica Elizabeth Burns
cum laude
Shawn Irene Callahan-Hosey
magna cum laude
Theresa Marie Carbone
University Honors Program
Jacquelyn Leone Cardello
magna cum laude
Marionee Cayaban
Esther Chatman
Hussein Ibrahim Cheikhali
Mei Fen Chen
cum laude
Vicky Chialing Chen
Taznee Ittaka Chowdhury
Ada Lys Contreras
cum laude
Stephanie A. Crichlow
Rachel Ann Buenconsejo Cua
cum laude
Karen Ann Cummins
cum laude
Allison Renee Dansen
Jessica De Carlos
Jessica Ann Desiré
Nicole Alyse Diorio Schrank
cum laude
Ashley Marie Dunnан
magna cum laude
Nesreen Fawzy Ebraheem
Tony D. Eleverthinalk
magna cum laude
Sarrah Gamal Elsayed
cum laude
Victor Ferrer
cum laude
Stephanie Flores
Babber Forgarthy
Karen A. Fuller
cum laude
Madeline Ann Gordon
cum laude
Vereen R. Gouldburne
cum laude
Tamica Ginette Haye
Jenderly Cristina Hiciano
Elissa Nicole Hild
Dania Jean-Louis

Josephine L. Bermudez
summa cum laude
Shmuel Y. Bieler
magna cum laude
Ariella Bleich
cum laude
Sarah Rita Boboli
cum laude
Lilian D. Bolivar-Altamura
cum laude
Yvonne M. Boye-Codjoe
Mimoza Brahim
Jason Tablico Bueroano
Priscilla Burgos
Jessica Elizabeth Burns
cum laude
Shawn Irene Callahan-Hosey
magna cum laude
Theresa Marie Carbone
University Honors Program
Jacquelyn Leone Cardello
magna cum laude
Marionee Cayaban
Esther Chatman
Hussein Ibrahim Cheikhali
Mei Fen Chen
cum laude
Vicky Chialing Chen
Taznee Ittaka Chowdhury
Ada Lys Contreras
cum laude
Stephanie A. Crichlow
Rachel Ann Buenconsejo Cua
cum laude
Karen Ann Cummins
cum laude
Allison Renee Dansen
Jessica De Carlos
Jessica Ann Desiré
Nicole Alyse Diorio Schrank
cum laude
Ashley Marie Dunnан
magna cum laude
Nesreen Fawzy Ebraheem
Tony D. Eleverthinalk
magna cum laude
Sarrah Gamal Elsayed
cum laude
Victor Ferrer
cum laude
Stephanie Flores
Babber Forgarthy
Karen A. Fuller
cum laude
Madeline Ann Gordon
cum laude
Vereen R. Gouldburne
cum laude
Tamica Ginette Haye
Jenderly Cristina Hiciano
Elissa Nicole Hild
Dania Jean-Louis

Rebecca DeLumpa Jones
summa cum laude
Eunhye Kim
summa cum laude
Haelee Kim
Valerie Klebansky
magna cum laude
Maria Joyce Lapus
magna cum laude
Ashley Elizabeth Lay
Sheen Lee
magna cum laude
Elizabeth Levitsky
Tanicka Janae Lewis
Sara Louise Litteral
Althea D. Logan
cum laude
Jacqueline Cynthia Lora
cum laude
Rodwell Gerard Manalo
cum laude
Lady Tatiana Marin
Belavignea Marquez
cum laude
Neil Jamine Martin
Rhode M. Mazzo
Margaret-Anne McNally
Brittany Tanae McNeil
Brittany Helena Mei
Erin Michelle Miller
magna cum laude
Gabriela A. Montesdeoca
Karon Lois Morris-Simpson
Christina Lynn Mottola
magna cum laude
University Honors Program
Abi H. Musa
Nelley Nyarko
Erin Lynne O’Connor
cum laude
Uzoejiwua Odem
Isaac Olaniran Omoloyin
magna cum laude
Johnson Oppong
cum laude
Peter Philippou Panayi
cum laude
Yashira Jade Paredes
SoHee Sharon Park
summa cum laude
Kena S. Patel
Pooja B. Patel
Sanket Patel
Simone Phillips
Samantha Renée Piard
cum laude
University Honors Program
Shilla Pokuua
cum laude
Eric J. Popso
Jessica Pratts
Maureen Leonie Richards
Mary Fleurdeliz Rivadavia-Laygo
Anna Pearl Rivkin
summa cum laude

Bachelor of Science
May 2011
Cesar D. Alvia
magna cum laude
Amanda Candice Hastoo
Nilam A. Patel
Safia F. Syed

Bachelor of Science
September 2010
Claudia Adriana Scoccola

Bachelor of Science in Nursing
May 2011
Lovely Abraham
cum laude
Sterlin T. Abraham
Maria Lorebeth Aduna
Jeffrey Alair
Mark Anthony Maniego Arce
Yrma Minerva Azcona
Marie Delphine Bang
Manie Jenneh Bayoh
cum laude
Marcia Mae Bentley-Anderson

Metropolitan Campus
Crystal Lynn Romano
Javonté Chantel Rookwood
Candice E. Russell

cum laude
Teresa Salcedo
Marixa D. Saravia

cum laude
Kelly Ann Schimpf
Dena Esther Senter

summa cum laude
Parita Shah

magna cum laude
Ashley Elizabeth Siegel

magna cum laude
Eun Hyung Son

cum laude
David Spera

magna cum laude
Darnell H. Stith, Jr.
University Honors Program
Junette Antonette Swaby

magna cum laude
Rena Tandon

cum laude
Seema Dinesh Taylor
Lauren Anne Terhune
Mary Grace M. Tolentino
Judith M. Tracey
Maria Katrina Urmaza
Erin Amanda Valentine

cum laude
Barbara Mercedes Vargas
Betsy Varghese

magna cum laude
Dung Tuyet Vo

cum laude
Shauntea Dominique Weaver

cum laude
Julie Ann Wilkinson

summa cum laude
Courtney Shana Wilson
Fatou S. Witherspoon

cum laude
Sandeeck Yalamanchili
Katharine Zeller

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING
FEBRUARY 2011
Maria Sheila Galgo
Tiffanie Anne Alfonso Manansala
Joseline J. Saltos

cum laude

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING
SEPTEMBER 2010
Thamina Falgun Adenwala
Selasi Darlene Akator
Paul Andrew Alegria
Theresa Uchechi Amadi
Loretta V. Arakelyan

cum laude
Joseph Opeolu Ayedun
Philippe K.Z. Bah

cum laude
Jennifer S. Benson

cum laude
Sophia Yanikah Bernard

cum laude
Susan Maria Brooks
Sonia Andrea Buchanan
Ana Mariel Bulles
Joanna Maria Buz

magna cum laude
Leilani Deocareza Capuli
Irene Chan
Janki A. Dhaduk

cum laude
Sonali Dhir
Carolina Fernandez

summa cum laude
Rosa E. Flores
Geraldine Gabriel

magna cum laude
Carol Cooper Gitstein

magna cum laude
Sandra Patricia James
Betsy Jean-Louis

cum laude
Ian Gerard Johnstone
Hee Jin Kim

cum laude
Aurelia Joanna Lewicki
Johanna Marcela Loaiza
Katarina Agnieszka Martinez

magna cum laude
Dorota Mironiuk
Omokehinde Oluwaseun Odewade
Rachael Olubunmi Olaoede
Abiodun Akinola Olatubosun
Ijeoma Christiana Onyeagocha

cum laude
Luckencia Orphee

cum laude
Nerle Oscar

cum laude
Daniel Osei

cum laude
Catherine Anne Palamar

magna cum laude
Hemaxi Nimeshkumar Patel

magna cum laude
Kajal Patel
Geralda Bettina Saint Jean

cum laude
Aanil Pankaj Shah

cum laude
Jaime A. Suskewicz

summa cum laude
Ivan Moises Velez de Villa Rojas

ASSOCIATE IN SCIENCE
MAY 2011
Julie Bass
Nicholas Christopher Cerchio
Alaina Marie Gambardella
Deanna Marie Janke
Marin Fidanov Kamboshev
Mijl Kim
Jonathan P. Kozuh
A.S. Honors
Eoin Patrick McGinty
A.S. Honors
Edison Ricardo Rojas
Alexis Vargas
A.S. Honors
Thomas J. Waterhouse
Lisa Zajonc

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING
SEPTEMBER 2010
Marco Chinchilla
Steven Edward Giesemann
Amanda Candice Hastoo
Amy Lynn Lake
Michael Magno
Jade E. Marrero
Jennifer Lynn Tilton
A.S. Honors
Christina Ann Toale
David Vollenweider
Peter M. Zibro

SCHOOL OF PSYCHOLOGY
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
MAY 2011
Debra Lynn Davis
Shari Rachelle Keller
Dorota Wanda Novitskie
Dana Jill Septimus

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
FEBRUARY 2011
Brooke Allison Baier
Naomi Glick-Press
Rebecca L. Hashim
Kevin Patrick Young
Rebecca J. Yun

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
SEPTEMBER 2010
Shannon Amy Byrne
Amanda B. Carlín
Victoria A. Chun
Courtney Anne De Thomas
Christine Michele Foley
Rachel Lynn Goldman
Yael M. Goldmintz-Rosenbaum
Sameena Shahid Groves
Erik Robert Newman
Jennifer Allison Schneider
Martha Ann Sparks
Noam Eliyahu Wittlin

METROPOLITAN CAMPUS
Doctor of Psychology
May 2011
Caroline Griffin Beischer
Steven A. Castelli
Tania Jo Herzog
Sara W. Hess
Bethany Ann Konopinski
Christine D. Leszczak-Fugger
Sharon Anne Levine
Wendy D. Lopez-Silva
Melina Rae Mendelson
Kristina Lynn Pillmeier
Danielle Mary Politi
Jennifer Eve Rosen
Linda Rotunno Wieland

Doctor of Psychology
February 2011
Michele Ann Campbell
Annalise Dita Kathryn Henry
Matthew Joseph Slavin
Jeanine M. Sorensen
Melissa Timochko

Doctor of Psychology
September 2010
Jenny Flora Lander
Vanessa Carol Petersen
Peter Leo Sempepos
Amy Wardell-Demant

Master of Arts
May 2011
Daniel Robert Abrams
Jennifer Marie Adona
Steven V. Andriulli
Katharine Rose Arena
Margaret Keefer Campo
Brittney B. Chambers
Derek Coffey
Edite Monica Costa
Heather Lynn Crowell
Sara K. Dainty
Cynthia Ann DelMonte
Ana Cristina De Sousa
Ari Benjamin Deutsch
Yonina Flug
Elizabeth Lynn Fornarotto
Rochelle Lee Glatter
Sharon M. Gomes
Nicole Ashley Iafelice
Stacy Anne Jerome
Matthew Jordan
Anna Liberan
Amanda René Lichtman
Jaime-Lee Livardo
Jessica Alyssa Luongo
Kevin Michael Malloy
Kristen Ann McCall
Stacy William McCoy
Bianca Cherie Migliacci
Michelle Elizabeth Mohr
Angelica Montero
Edyta Oldakowska
Kimberly Anne Osborne
Deniz Ozsahin
Eric Pace
Juliana Paradiso
Jennifer Marie Purnell
Aliza Redisch-Schulgasser
Brieanne Noel Richards
Richard Joseph Sanger
Jennifer A. Shay
Rachel Elizabeth Theodora
Sugerman

Master of Arts
February 2011
Stephanie Erin Scott
Nickole Antonette Wedderburn
Joanna Butterfield Wolfson

Master of Arts
September 2010
Courtney Jennifer Deleasa
Rebecca F. LoPresti
Andreas Costas Michaelides
Talya Schmidt
Audra M.B. Schulman
Matthew Chartier Smith
Ian K. White

Master of Science in
Clinical Psychopharmacology
(Post-Doctoral)
May 2011
Jon S. Bos
Lynda Harris Boscaino
Alice Wood Inman
Martha Morton Kennon

Master of Science in
Clinical Psychopharmacology
(Post-Doctoral)
February 2011
Laura Leal Avila
Scott Borrelli*
Jill Ann Carty
Benita Kay Chernyk
Jerrell Lee Driver
Mia C. Hegarty-Roach
Lawrence J. Mandt
Thomas Kelly Pedigo
Darryl Lee Townes
Cynthia Jo Voelz
Keith Allen Vunesky
O’Neal A. Walker

Bachelor of Arts
May 2011
Lisa Abequa
Jessica Adobea Afriyie
University Honors Program
Adile Reyhane Aymaz
University Honors Program

* Posthumously
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Robin T. Brown
Billy Burgos
magna cum laude
Cindy Raquel Calderon
Dina Marie Victoria Capobianco
magna cum laude
Marcia Rosalia Carter
Jenna R. Crawford
summa cum laude
Lisa-Marie Curti
summa cum laude
Sinclair Mark Keith Davis
Ashley Marie DeBlasi
magna cum laude
Maria G. Djambazova
cum laude
Victoria Suzanne Flinn
Deldaliza Gerez
Kristen Stephanie Graham
cum laude
Tatiana Magdalena Grant
cum laude
University Honors Program
Leah Emma Halka
cum laude
Evelyn Ann Hayes
cum laude
Kim Erica Heidepriem
Syreeta La-toya Johnson
cum laude
Tiffany Chané Jones
Spencer Paul Kelly
cum laude
Kayla A. Killian
Caitlin A. Lauria
cum laude
Rachel Anna Soo Lipstein
cum laude
Candi Ann Mascola
Angelica Montero
cum laude
Aysha Victoria Notice
Jennifer Marie Purnell
cum laude
Jeanette Marie Raffery
magna cum laude
Jacklyn S. Rukaj
Lauren Elizabeth Siegel
cum laude
Nickelle Elizabeth Smith
Karlyia Iesha Stamps
Shannon Ashley Stodnick
cum laude
Athenasios Vasilios Vardouniotis
cum laude
Yashia Vargas
Crystal M. Wharton
Bachelor of Arts
February 2011
Maria I. Amoroso
t magna cum laude
University Honors Program
Patricia M. Arroyo
Neneh Binta Barrie
cum laude
Doris Tatiana Bazurto
cum laude
Gina Marie Bilotti
Eli Issac Boussi
Ikram Iseed
summ a cum laude
Brittany Elise Langelotti
Rachel Nebenzahl
summ a cum laude
Kaitlyn Ryan
Jaclyn Sibilia
summ a cum laude
Deniz Oztaschin
t magna cum laude
Bachelor of Arts
September 2010
Christyann Altamirano
Margaret Keefor Campo
t magna cum laude
Chelsie Leah Charnet
cum laude
Crystal Latoya Colbert
Raquel C. Cowan
Justy John
t magna cum laude
Norma Brunilda Reyes
cum laude
Nathaniel Josef Tor
cum laude

INSTITUTE FOR MATH AND
SCIENCE
Master of Arts
May 2011
Dawn Carol Bishop-Wistreich
Sarah Faith Chernyshov
Susan Elizabeth Cicenia
Jennifer Lyn Lipari
Diana Lynn Maksmowicz
Rafael Matos
Nayilva Nuñez
Jessica Ramos
Marisa Acosta Rodriguez
Leslie Y. Velez
Master of Arts
February 2011
Patricia Flynt Hill Comly
Maria DiNatale
Michele Anne Grevesen
Solmaz Loghmani
Benjamin S. Montgomery

Master of Arts
September 2010
Chris Marie Mickens-Perara

SILBERMAN COLLEGE
OF BUSINESS
Master of Business
Administration
May 2011
Natheer Hassan Al-Malalla
Reem Omar Al-Oyaidi
Kajal Dinkarbhaji Amin
Nishit A. Basera
Geralyn Bernabe
Hiren Pankaj Bhatt
Jimmy D. Bhatt
Noopur R. Choksi
Ophnell Cumberbatch, II
Cecilia Marie DeGennaro
Jeanelle R. Degraffenreid
Rachit Mukesh Desai
Sansar Jung Dewan
Zahid L. Din
Jie Dong
Weiwei Dong
Darren Scott Drake
Yassine Elkaryani
Beryl Rovina Gajjala
Priti Mahendrakumar Gandhi
Ronak Ashokkumar Gandhi
Kingshuk Ghosh
Bandish B. Gor
Shivpreet Singh Grewal
Xiaoqing Gu
Dennis Raymond Helm
Kuang-Wen Ho
Kelly Nicole Hodrick
Hengwei Hsu
Ankita Jain
Hemil M. Jariwala
Aliskumar Lalitbhaji Jasani
Stanley Jean
Kristal A. Jiménez
Ujwala Karanam
Nandini Kotha
Natasha Kundu
Mi Hwa Natasha Lee
Alime Lukaj
Tiffany S. McKeaver
Mansi Ujjaval Mehta
Priyal Hemang Mehta
Emma Sara Nelson
Malika Nelson-Wicks
Loan K. Nguyen
Michael Adedapo
Olorunosebi-Sofolawe
Naveen Kumar Pahilwani
Kathyena Pakanati
Priyanka Chandrakant Pannani
Monica Parikh
Maulik Gorul Parikh
Hemangbhaji Harivadanbhaji Patel
Himali Patel
Sanketkumar Patel
Sharv Kanaiyalal Patel
Unnatiben Shirishbhai Patel
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Master of Science
September 2010
Ting Fang
Naomi Harada
Benjamin Andrew Reich
Veronica A. Wade
Ernest Williams, Jr.

Bachelor of Science
May 2011
Sadat Ahmed
Fatema Abdulkareem Al Saleh
cum laude
Michael Anthony Anello
magna cum laude
David Brian Angeli
cum laude
Risyaad Farid Bahasuan
cum laude
Chaojun Bai
Irfan Bajraktarevic
Ana Odi Balagtas
Rena Caroline Bartel
Benji Begum
Jessica Anna Benoit
cum laude
Sarah Libby Berkland
Jaton Tajase Brady
Brittany Antoinette Bryant-St. Louis
Jillian Donna Cadet
cum laude
Jacquelyn Noelle Cardwell
Victoria Castro
Carmen Maria Cepeda
Robert Jeffrey Cerabone
Xi Chen
cum laude
Katlyn Chookagian
Diana Carolina Cuestas
Douglas Richard Del Baugh
magna cum laude
Frances Dharmamulya
magna cum laude
University Honors Program
Brian J. Dillon
Ijeoma Vanessa Eze
John William Galvin
Tracy Ganjoin
cum laude
Altaf Ghanie
Michael Guzman
cum laude
Deanna Hanna
cum laude
Kelsey A. Henderson
Michèle Holzwarth Hagen
magna cum laude
University Honors Program
Tempestr Sade Hutchinson
Alyssa Christine Kitchen
Rotem Lavon
Linda Madonna
Michele T. Mararrese
Michelle Merino
Drew Vincent Nedzinski
Van Anh Phuc Nguyen
magna cum laude
University Honors Program
Ralphabeth Nunez
Fanny Ojeda
Krupali N. Patel
Sunny Patel
magna cum laude
William G. Phillips
cum laude
Erik R. Pollag
cum laude
Yun Qian
summa cum laude
Liliana Ramos
Daniel Casimiro Rasolino
Jillian Linda Scott
Christopher James Theodor
cum laude
Jennifer Tsai
Markella Maria Tsoukalas
cum laude
Sheri Renee Urinyi
cum laude
Ashley Danielle Valentin
Cristian D. Vasconez
cum laude
Pedro Vilar
Julissa Ileana Villalona
Natasha Woloszyn

Bachelor of Science
February 2011
Quazi Bazlul Alam
Sym D. Batong
Julian A. Castano
Jonathan Kipkorir Chelimo
cum laude
Xiaoyao Dou
cum laude
Adina Michal Friedman
Ryan Jamieson Gagnon
Kyle Herman
Irina Karmilceva
magna cum laude
Eugenia P. Katsigeorgis
Nyree Yasmeen McCloud
Elizabeth Heather Robley
cum laude
Reidgem Tescalona Ruby
magna cum laude
Kyle G. Saviano
Edwin O. Sorto
cum laude
Tiffanee L. Terrell
Tziporah Wasserman
Bohyun David Yoo

Bachelor of Science
September 2010
Atila Miklos Heitler
magna cum laude
So Young Jun
Sabah Tawil
ANTHONY J. PETROCELLI
COLLEGE OF CONTINUING
STUDIES

Bachelor of Arts
May 2011

Benjamin Abboudi
Valerie Loretta Abrunzo
Dulce Acevedo
Edgar Enrique Achury S.
Salomon Sacha Akkad
Bret J. Alemay
Karen G. Alesi
Bibi Nasima Alli
Griselidys Almonte
Martha Berenice Amaya Ramirez

cum laude

Anthony E. Ambrose, III
Armida M. Andino
Solarte M. Angela
Luis E. Arbelaez
Irene Arce

summa cum laude

Patsi Arias
Claudia M. Arostegui
Richard J. Ashkar
Marjorie Sarah Avellino Sherrard
Ritta Ghandour Awad
Karen Ivonne Ayala
Michael Peter Bair
Luis Eduardo Bano-Valencia
Joseph Bartorilla
Joshua Y. Benjamin
Peter Edward Bianchi
Diana Y. Biczak
Lucero Bohorquez

cum laude

Ian Douglas Bole
Colleen Patricia Branyan
Martha Briseno Frausto
Christine Elting Brown
Christopher William Brugnoli

summa cum laude

Ian Ariel Bursztyn

cum laude

Lidia Virginia Caballero
Ramon Emilio Cabrera
Deana Reée Camisa

magna cum laude

Mauricio A. Cano
Michael Edward Cassidy
Lucero Ceballos
Danny Chan
Myriam Fatima Chapas
Robbin M. Cherry
Brian Choi
Jae Hwan Choi
John Michael Cleary
Sara Lynn Coleman

magna cum laude

Kenneth Charles Croonquist
Cintia Cruz
Eliza Cruz

Julieta Davila
Stephanie Nicole Dawson

cum laude

Ana Virginia De La Cruz
Carolyn De La Cruz
Miguelina De Los Santos
Michelle Anastasia Demisay
Tara Victoria DeNardo

cum laude

Christina DeNichilo
Eliana Teresa De Paula
Richard Neil Dews
Carla J. Dominguez
Nicholas Donato
Goncalo Nuno Duarte
Jason Matthew Ducker
Kenneth Charles Dunn, Jr.

magna cum laude

Rochelle A. Elliott-Burns
Richard T. Erickson
Claudia F. Espitia
Laura Ann Fahey
Cheryl Lynn Falat

cum laude

Dov Ber Feder
Theresa J. Feinstein
Joshua A. Feinzeig
Andrea Fernandez Dunan
Barry Daniel Furziger
Joseph S. Fessel
Erica Erin Foley

cum laude

Kim Loong Fong
Elizabeth R. Ford
Matthew J. Forlenza

magna cum laude

Robert Michael Francaviglia
Mauricio Garcia-Amary
Yochanan Chaim Garellick
Julissa Genao
Edward A. George
Alicia Marie Ghedine

cum laude

Luis G. Gomez
Sapna Goswami
Juan Carlos Goya Wong
Barry W. Gray
Marco Guerra

magna cum laude

Steven A. Guerra
Daniel Michael Guthrie
Maria J. Gutierrez
Dov B. Halpern
Sharonda Kamilma Harris-Bunton
Cathy Ann Harvey
John B. Hayes
Armando Hernandez
Aquaun S. Hill
Alexander Hofstedter
Tammie Holmes-Valentin
Kevin James Hughes

cum laude

Robert Thomas Iocona
Thomas John Janicky

Yeruchum Jenkins
Jackeline A. Jimenez
Andrew Ward Johnson
Nathaniel L. Jones
Beverly Jean Kalinka
Theresa Munro Karnabay
James W. Kinard
Patrick Brendan Kissane
Sharon Malkinson Krasna
Daniel M. Kunstlinger
Kevin Michael Kunzig
Anna E. Kwiatkowska-Rey

magna cum laude

Katherine M. Labriola

magna cum laude

Jimena Ladino
Kevin F. Landrigan
David Lapa
Sandhun Lee

cum laude

Jessica E. Lemley
Tameka Nakesha Levy
Kleefenzie Lightner
Lenny M. Lluberes
Yasmine Nicole Loften

cum laude

Janice M. Lohr
Gary James Luck
JoAnn Lukanyak

summa cum laude

Nichelle D. Luster
Patricia Ly Carrión
Juanita E. Madrid
Michael David Maguire

cum laude

Stephen F. Malone
Ericka M. Mann
Robert Joseph Martin
Wilson Patricio Martinez
Fernando Téjada Matondo
Thomas J. McGowan
Anabelle Irene Medina
Stephen P. Meduri
John Melassanos
Maria Eugenia Melendrez

cum laude

Ivan Mendez
Ana M. Mercado
Belkis Mercedes Mercedes

cum laude

Juan Carlos Merino
Antonios Athanasios Mertis
Daniel James Miller

magna cum laude

Eileen Miller

summa cum laude

Jacob D. Miller
Ana Belis Molinar
Joshua Matthew Moline
Hidalgo Montano
Robert Jeffrey Montgomery
Neveen B. Morales
Patricia Moreno Barrios
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Stacie Alexis Mori  
_summa cum laude_

Nicholas John Morin  
_summa cum laude_

Reuven Moskowitz

Francis Joseph Mount

Grace Nyambura Muchiri

Marlin Murga

Lucia Nuniatsa Natale  
_cum laude_

Brigette Charlene O'Brien

James C. O'Neil

Michael Jeffery O'Shea, II  
_summa cum laude_

Luz Adriana Ospina

Thomas D. Ottina

Dale Thomas Owens

Anthony Joseph Padula, III

Tibisay Xiomara Palomo

Diana Pérez-Medina

Craig W. Perrelli, Jr.

Giovanni Perrotta

David Phinn

Anthony Michael Pisano

Ryan Daniel Polt  
_cum laude_

Fiorina C. Principe

Luis A. Ramirez

Michael Webb Randall

Tal Rapp

Mark Reiser

Michael B. Resetar

Hector Rivas

Diossalis Rivera  
_magna cum laude_

Graciela Rivera Cuadra

Michael R. Rock

Juan A. Rodriguez

Maria Celia Rodriguez

William Todd Rosen

Phillip Rosenberg

Isaac Rosenblum

Hazon Rotbart

Tzvee Rotberg

Margaret Runne

Sherry Ann Russo

Yolanda Montanez Sack

Ruby Sanin Salazar

Kenya Vanessa Salto

Julie Samuels

Luis Alfonso Sanchez Walteros

Jorge Santana

Jessica Santiago

Jenna Michele Sapudar

William Nicklaus Sarino

Ji Hyoun Seo  
_cum laude_

Robert E. Shultz, Jr.

Staci M. Smith  
_cum laude_

Karyn Michelle Snyder  
_cum laude_

Sandra Sohl

Yisroel P. Soloff

Barbara L. Somes

Benjamin S. South

Isaac M. Sprecher

Edson St. Juste

Kelli Anne Strouse-Marro

Brad J. Swenson

Kathe Louise Teaman  
_magna cum laude_

Dennis T. Textor

Andrew P. Thomas

Brandy Sharae Thompson

John C. Thompson, Jr.

Hiram Gabriel Torres Druet

Tiffany Nicole Torres Vado

Matthew F. Toscano

Bernard Trachtenberg

Anita Patricia Tucker

Nancy Ubilla

Jackeline V. Ubillus

Claudia Liliana Uribe

Nicholas Daniel Vaccaro

Hember A. Valderrama

Michael Howard Van Jones  
_cum laude_

Ivan F. Vargas Martinez

Miguel A. Vega

Samuel D. Venezia

Christine Marie Vey

Tatiana N. Villa

Liviery Margarita Villasenor Estrella

Joseph John Visco

Anne M. Wesni

Gloria K. Wilfong-Towns

Princetta Claudette Wilson

Liya Wu

Joseph William Madison Wurtz

Monica Yepes  
_cum laude_

Uriel David Zelcer

Rose Ann Zoda-Goldberg

Daniel R. Zusi

_Bachelor of Arts_

_February 2011_

Eridania Florian Adame

John A. Alex

Frances Trinidad Amador

Peter An

Carmen Andrei  
_summa cum laude_

Meyer Bendelstein

Margarita Betancur

Linda L. Boone  
_summa cum laude_

Linda Fayre Burroughs-Ali

Steven Vincent Busalacchi

David Dennis Calenda

Maria L. Carpio

Michael T. Carr

Mark A. Ciminieri

Laura Jean Civello  
_summa cum laude_

Daniel E. Condon

Anna M. Connelly

Lindsay Michelle Corbett  
_magna cum laude_

Alyrauan Cuaat

John Charles Curliss

Terrence Dancykier

Daniel P. De Mello  
_magna cum laude_

Frederick Joseph Deickmann

Danielle Simone Diaz

Jeannette Dones

Maria Lynn Fabian

Maria Fala

Andrew Z. Feigenbaum

Paul Feinstein  
_magna cum laude_

Eugene Fluri

Matthew Fuert

Elizabeth Garcia

Jackeline Garcia

Kristy Chasey Garcia Carpio  
_cum laude_

Yaacov Nissim Goldberg

Edward Gordils

Alan J. Grano

David Kevin Grimley

Alanna Catherine Gutchtigian

Beatrice L. Harold

James David Harris

Gordon Richard Harvey

Yudi Gabriel Hercenberg

Jason B. Hersko

Aryeh Hofstedter

Neil Geoffrey Hoogmoed, Sr.

Majai Christian Hooks

LaShika Dawn Austin Howard

Paul Hroncich

Jordan Matthew Jesmer

Scott Gerald Jiras

Eugene D. Johnson

Ryan Charles Johnstone

Silvana Cristina Jordan

Germana J. Kim  
_magna cum laude_

Junghye Kim

Diane Beth Kopelman

Benjamin S. Kroker

Andrew A. Kudrick, Jr.

Marcela Lenox

Heather A. Liptak

Erika P. Lolli Villacres  
_magna cum laude_

Kevin F. Lowery

Esu A. Ma'at

Anthony Meden Macahilig, Jr.

Paul K. Markinson

Scott Patrick McGuire

Robert Deno Milana

Aline Dickerson Milligan

Eddie Molina

Sara Yolima Montoya Bello
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Aryeh Balter
Kimberly Marie Barry
Misha Rubia Bashir
Francisco Beltran-Bell
Julia Ann Bengvak
Gloria Patricia Benitez
magna cum laude
Gregory Scott Berkin
magna cum laude
Laura Ann Black
Dawn Marie Bracy
magna cum laude
Kathy Brown
magna cum laude
Daniel James Buckley
Martin M. Calvello
Marianne Emelia Cawley
James Anthony Cucuzza
Anthony Conforti
Karen Louise Denelsbeck
Michele M. Devine
Tony E. DiPetrillo
Ronda Marshall Drakeford
Rachel Morgan Dresher
cum laude
Eileen Marie Drury
summa cum laude
Jens Karl Duerr
Roger Philip Esposito
Emajonite Etienne
Kristen Fasbinder
summ a cum laude
Siddiqui S. Francis
John J. Frey
Evan Uri G. Friedman
Menachem Simcha Gallor
Gertrudys Genao
Anne Marie Gentile
magna cum laude
Alfred Gerber, III
Lauren Janet Gilcher
magna cum laude
Oladis Ester Gomez
Oscar Jose Gonzalez
magna cum laude
Amy Nicole Graefe
Luis Guillermo Guzman, Jr.
summa cum laude
Bonnie Lynn Harwin
summa cum laude
Marisol D. Heredia
Christian Hernandez
Lisa Herrera
summa cum laude
William Edward Highley, Jr.
Hope R. Hilman
Gerald E. Ihnken, Jr.
Terrio Alonza Jenkins
Robert Anthony Joskowiak
summa cum laude
Mark J. Klein
Brian Joseph Klimakowski
magna cum laude
Amanda M. Kline
summa cum laude
Patricia Koch
summa cum laude
Emily S. Junod Kronenerberger
Julius J. Kuhl
Benjamin A. Lamm
Zvi A. Lamm
Maayan Lavon
magna cum laude
Binyamin Lazarus
Steven Lazarus
Keith Andrew Lefferts
James Michael Lentz
Lucia Luna
Moshe Mandelbaum
Jade E. Marrero
Sharon Marie Martinetti
summa cum laude
Cindy Anne Mattalian
Andrew J. Mayer
Virginia A. McCann
cum laude
John Patrick McGinn, Jr.
Charnay Devon Michael
Thomas F. Mills, Sr.
Ellen J. Moran
Moshe Dov Morgenstern
Alphonse Michael Muolo
David Neuhaus
Henry Thomas O’Donnell
Timothy Francis O’Donohue
Steven James O’Neill, Jr.
Luis E. Osorio
Hyeon Cheol Park
Anthony Michael Parmenter
Heath J. Per
Andrea Faith Porter
Laura E. Porter
Jeffrey Allan Powers
summa cum laude
Sonia Patricia Rayo Villa
cum laude
David T. Reiss
Michael H. Resnick
Diego M. Restrepo
William A. Rindner
Olga Inés Rios
Benedict Romeo
summa cum laude
Gary Mark Rothschild
William Zev Rothschild
Chad Michael Rybka
Rufi Santos
Dov Schechter
Nyssa Elodie Schmidt
magna cum laude
Joseph Charles Schreck
David Joseph Schriver
Aaron Z. Simons
William Patrick Simonson
Chaim Yaakov Singer
Bachelor of Arts
September 2010
Mark Aaron Abbruzzese
James T. Abney
Marta Luz Acevedo
Shelley Frances Alexander
Orfa Isabel Alvarez
summa cum laude
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Associate in Arts

May 2011

Eslam Ahmed
Mayra A. Avila

A.A. Honors

Johanna Ballesteros
Natália Bermudez
Liliana Betancourth
Maria A. Betancourth
Karen Cabral

A.A. Honors

Lina Maria Caicedo
Carina L. Cardone

A.A. Honors

Santos Noel Carreno
Lisa L. Carstens

A.A. Honors

Stephanie Castro

A.A. Honors

Tyler Cole
Jayson E. Colon
Yamila Dabady
Joel A. Delao
Michele DeRosa
Vanessa Eatman
Jonathan Euceda
Mary C. Farrell
Lisbet Gonzalez
Ryan V. Greenan
Jorge L. Guevara
Juan Camilo Guiral
Ariel Herrera
Aleina S. Jacome
Henry D. Kiril
Carmelo A. Martinez
Jennifer Martinez
Nathalie Martinez
Johanna Minyetyt

A.A. Honors

Gloria L. Motato
Michael J. O’Hara

A.A. Honors

Berlinda H. Olivera
Carolina Olivero
Edna Osuna
Jenny Portillo
Veronica Quevedo
Melinda A. Reimann

A.A. Honors

Berlinda Rodriguez
Lauren A. Rodriguez

Guido de Jesus
Rodríguez-Masquera
Yeudy E. Romero
Diane Roselli

A.A. Honors

Natália C. Sanchez
Thelma Scott
Karen Serna

A.A. Honors

Miriam S. Urgiles
Derrick Valerio
Emmanuel Vasquez
Allen Vega

Associate in Arts

December 2010

Christopher C. Acree
Giuliana P. Bazan
Alexander R. Benjamin
Eric E. Fortner
Michele C. Johnson
Chung Run Kim
Zoila Paredes-Castello
Hyun W. Park
Diane S. Roselli

A.A. Honors

James E. Smith
Hyekyung G. Woo

Associate in Arts

July 2010

Peter J. Francisco
Sandra Milena Gonzalez
Efrem M. Lee
Noreen C. Pattermann
Aida D. Pazmino
Monica Yepes

SCHOOL OF ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCE

Master of Administrative Science

May 2011

Carmen Ducausa A.
Nancy E. Adis
Ahmed Mohammed Al-Muharraqi
Hamad Obaid Alzaabi
Zai-U-Reesha Amzad
Asa Wilson Anderson, III
Cecilia Jardiolin Anderson
Krista Ann Anderson
Walter James Andres, Jr.
David Steven Arias
Sandra Maria Pineda Arias
Janette DeShana Arrington-Leggins
Yanira Mené Gómez Bello
Baya Bensmail
Heather Lynn Bernhardt
Gregory Louis Borlan
Roy W. Brent, II
Tiffany Regina Brown

MaryAnn Bylinski
Alice Campos
Phyllis Louise Capiaghi
Eugenia Jasmine Cason
Claudia Patricia Cerón
Kimberly A. Clark-Byrne
Edward Whitaker Cobbs, Jr.
Tonya G. Coleman-McEwen
Kevin Anthony Collison
Dyron Justin Corley
Philip John Crosson, Jr.
Richard Michael Cummings
Jack DaSilva
Kenneth James De Cicco, Jr.
John F. Denner, Jr.
Maxima Pena Castro De Salazar
Michele M. Devine
Maribel Díaz
Kasey A. Diener
Robert Dodd
Denelle Nicole Dorsey-Williams
John Neal Dougherty
Tammy Vega Drennan
LaShanta Mykale Evans
Andrea J. Farmer
Carolyn Fernandez
Luz Helena Flores
Gloria J. Fogati
Jay Robert Francisco
Moira Rafaela Francisco
Deborah Anne Franek
Lloyd N.E. Fredericks
Elmeada M. Frias
Kevin Carl Friis
Jeffery Paul Frye
Kim E. Frye
Delrecole C. Gales
Steven J. Gardenier
Michael Craig Garofano
Costandinos Michael Georgiou
Donna L. Giannetto
Katrice Monique Gillespie
Stephanie M. Gilzene
Oladis Ester Gomez
Richard A. Grammar
Jeffrey Robert Greene
Christopher A. Grusemeyer
Michael Joseph Guatta
Luis G. Guzman, Jr.
Robert Paul Harkins, Jr.
Shavon Monique Harris
Maria D. Heredia
Agnes Marie Hill
Christopher J. Ives
Theresa Ann Jackson
Edward Jarusiewicz, III
Nancy Greening Javorsky
Rodney B. Johnson
Shavita Nicole Johnson
Susanne Lynn Jones
Ronnie Joseph
Duke Ofori Jumah
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Maria Helena Rojas
Delene R. Rolen
Wade Robert Ryerson
Kenuel Saintyl
Christopher L. Salstrom
Rufi Santos
Albert Scales, III
Samara G. Schechman
Luke Sciallo, Jr.
Alisa Paula Seaton
Deborah M. Sheridan
Michelle Leslie Smith
Heidi Noel Smith-Ash
Dalila Solorzano
Sheila Conlon Speroni
Jerrell Spotwood
Frederick Andrew Stein-Smith
Bryan Michael Stevens
William A. Stuart, IV
Maria Del Pilar Bustamante Suarez
Thomas John Sullivan
Donna Gail Tatusch
Georges Charles Theodule
Kimberly Heuser Toomey
Muhammad Tariq Umra
Dyshea T. Upshaw
Kevin John Van Sanders
Felix Olmedo Vidal
John J. Vierbuchen
Joseph F. Vitelli, III
Robert Voskanyan
Ann Marie Walker
Paul James Wille
Glynis Jean Wray
Charmayne Alexis Young

Master of Administrative Science
February 2011
Waleed Mohammed Ali Al Shahari
Chuwkuma Amechi
Maritza M. Baca
Cheryl Lynn Bacigalupo
Valerie Lynn Baginski
Childerick Barthelus
Andrew J. Bartolotti
Scott T. Bendul
Edgar A. Betancourt
ElVera Bland
Gregory Michael Boylan
Catherine E. Burd
Cherie A. Burgan
Edward M. Card
Kim N. Carter
Marla Saint Cerbone
William M. Cherundolo
Theodore Fanourios Christolias
Ingrid Patricia Clarke
Dana Elizabeth Cohen
Marshall Anthony Cradock
Carol Creeksmore
Orlando Cuevas

Conor Joseph Devine
Roberto Ferragina
Tiffany Ryan Fryson
W. Scott Giglio
Thomas M. Gilligan
David Joseph Grayson
Ann Patricia Hayden
Margaret M. Heim
Tammy Lauren Huster
Stephen Douglas Parry Jones
James K. Kirby
Timothy Kirsch
Matthew Scott Krane
Trena Lambkin
Frank J. Lombardo
Lisbeth Carolina Martin
Karen Martinez
Kristopher Steven Mattson
Cindy B. McNally
Adrian Mendez
José A. Pérez Méndez
Laysa Y. Mercedes
David Muñoz
Adriana Ewa Niwa
William Henry Nunziato, Jr.
James M. Odd
David E. Olivis
Rick D. Ossenih
Darryl Brian Phillips
Loizos Anastasiou Prastitis
Gloria M. Qually
Paulaska S. Ramirez
Melissa Anne Ramos
TaReema Kim Redd
Francis Emmitt Rush
Raynaldo Santiago
Tracey Lee Holman Smith
Brian Patrick St. Onge
Suzanne Beth Taylor
Henry Jonathan Viera
Steven Scott Worthington

Master of Administrative Science
September 2010
Alexandra Acosta
Yousaf Ahmed
Abdullah Mohammed Alarai
Anwar Othman Al Barout
Danny Araujo
Georgina Arias
Irina Doris Arias
Keith M. Bendul
Shealine Black
Kyle John Bleeker
David Michael Bonney
Jose Nicolas Borbon
Robert Andrew Brightman
Eve Eleanor Burnett
Joseph Edward Coady
Zakiiyah Ayesh Cobb-Roseberry
Franklin E. Collado
Thomas M. Colon

Metropolitan Campus
33
Adaneka L. Witter
Adrian Roy Wright
Lesly Marleny Zuluaga

Master of Science
May 2011
Jill Anne Bennett
Jeffrey Alan Butcher
David James Chieppa
Monique Eugina Dass
Thomas R. Dunn
Louis J. Eswood, III
Daniel Adam Kristan
William Andrew McElrea
Peter Vincent Russo
Milissa Swingle

Master of Science
February 2011
James Joseph Curry, Jr.
Amery John Taylor
Amery Edmund Vasso

Master of Science
September 2010
Robert Aloysius Lyons, Jr.

Master of Sports Administration
May 2011
Rita Babikian-Andrini
Lauren Paige Benson
Nik Berisha
Michael Patrick Blackgrove
Adam Curtis Courtney
Sarah Patricia Feldman
Michael William Hebenstreit
Katie Louise Hilder
Jason James Madsen
Sharlene A. Milwood-Lee
Deon Devon Mingo
Olufemi Olasunkanmi Sasona
John Edward Slackman, Jr.
Carmen D. Smith
Mercedes A. Walker

Master of Sports Administration
February 2011
Thomas James Duch
Diane Signe Haddeland
James Timothy Henry, Jr.
Sangheon Lee
Samson Mallijani
Neil Andrew Malvone
Preeth Kumar Sangavaram
Paul Craig Spencer

Master of Sports Administration
September 2010
Jessica Dawn Marie Sanders
Christopher August Strauch
Howard Matthew Weiner

INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
OF HOSPITALITY AND
TOURISM MANAGEMENT

Master of Science
May 2011
Szu-Yu Chen
John M. Cheng
Elizabeth Ann Frazier
Sidney Clifford Goff, III
Mayumi Hasegawa
Xiaojun Shi
Bo Sun
Kateryna Yurchenko

Master of Science
February 2011
Alysia Marie Barbieri
Huang-Lin Wang

Master of Science
September 2010
Ana Sofia Pena Curreya

Bachelor of Science
May 2011
Julissa Castro
Jessica Patricia Del Valle Rivas
Kimberly Gallego
Garam Lee
cum laude
Michael Nyerges
Jessica Anne Sanders
Kenneth A. Victoria
cum laude
Nalee Yoon
cum laude

Bachelor of Science
February 2011
Eduardo S. Ibanez
cum laude
Alyson Beth Tartini

Bachelor of Science
September 2010
Mariela Jacqueline La Rosa
Michelle Lee

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
INSTITUTE

Master of Public Administration
May 2011
Yazeed Moham Albarqi
Mousa Mohammed Albarqi
Muhnad A. Algaïn
Shaima Ghassan Algain
Mosaed A. Al Ganawi
Ibrahim Hamd Al Ghamidi
Abdullah Saleh Alhaidari
Juan Carlos Arroyave
Sindhuja Badri
Abdullah Talal Bamookrah
Adam Jacob Bergen

Metropolitan Campus
Jessica Lynn Burke
Anthony Blaise Carvagno, Sr.
Nehal Tusharbhui Chandramauli
David Michael Chapinski
Ryan L. DeCarolis
Ritu Parimal Doshi
Joyce Duah
Ellen Elisabeth Englestein
Joseph Ferraro
Shekinaah Gadde
Cynthia Kerubo Gwaro
Xuan Hong
Ronald Jean
Shelah Shaleshbadh Kadia
Jacqueline Kanaan
Danielle M. Kaszuba
Amuktha Malyada Kesari
Lauren Ashley Kranich
Deborah A. Lewis-Pointdujour
Nicole Erin Lockhart
Steve Magner
Carla Mascal-Leguaña
Alesha Ann McColl
Dweeper Mehta
Mansi Mahendra Mehta
Jillian Jessica Louisa Middlebrooks
Tanisha Kerry-Ann Minto
Mitha P. Moejadi
Srikanth Erika Neruganti
Kinjal Nandlal Patel
Namrataben Hasmukhbbhai Patel
Sheetalkumari S. Patel
Srujalkumar Jayantibhai Patel
Wilkenscol Pierre
Manasa Podduturi
Kaushal Laljibhai Priyadarshi
Swetha Puram
Wiston Giovanni Rios
Ankit M. Salot
Rushi Jamanbhai Sanghani
Pratinkumar D. Shah
Madhavi Shilinbhai Shukla
Derek Scott Stower
Andrew Anthony Tatarenko
Janine Patricia Urguhart-Wilson
Bianca Adele Vitale
Mrugeshkumar M. Vyas
Odysseus T. Weah
Min Zhang
Junhao Zhu
Betty Lorena Zuniga

Bhakti Nandkishor Choksi
Darpan J. Dave
Esha Haresh Desai
Triessa Christine DeSimone
Linette Graham
Joseph Patrick Guider, Jr.
Binal Jadav
Robert Francis King
Lisa Lu
In Shik Moon
Thomas John O’Donnell
Aishvarya Bharatkumar Pachchigar
Andrew Judah Parver
Paula Elizabeth Scott
Alpit D. Shah
Jay Nileshbhai Shah
Kinjal J. Shah
Cesar A. Silva
Bhadesh B. Sojitra
Vidhi S. Soni
Meng Sun
Genna Marina Westwood

Master of Public Administration
September 2010
Manar Mohammed Al Asafrah
Fahad Mohamed Almuaini
Raad Saeed Alsharif
Silendra Bajnauth
Parichit Rameshchandra Choksi
Danny Kay Cobourne
Marguerite Marise Ferrell
Sabrina L. Harrold-Craddock
Michele B. Hennessey
Melissa A. Hensle
Feng Yi Hsu
Joyce Zhao Hui Lin
Karl Raymond Lunan
Donna Lynne Mauer
Dawn Leticia Odom
Tolonda S. Griffin Ross
Tejas N. Sachani
Prasanna Laxmi Saireddy
Eduardo Calma Toloza
Monica Denise Tyson

Master of Public Administration
February 2011
Rania Talal Abdulbaqi
Jeana Fernandez Abuan
Hassan Mohammed Albariki
Anmar Ahmed Alhulaili
Hind Abdulkareem Alnazhah
Alketa Tahirli Anderegg
Amudha Aravindhan
Min Christina Ceres
Teresa Chaparro
FDU-Vancouver

DEGREE CANDIDATES

The candidates from FDU-Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada, who have qualified for their degrees during the 2010–2011 academic year are recommended to the Board of Trustees by the Faculty of Fairleigh Dickinson University for the degrees indicated.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE:
ARTS • SCIENCES • PROFESSIONAL STUDIES

LEE GILDART AND OSWALD HAASE SCHOOL OF COMPUTER SCIENCES AND ENGINEERING

Bachelor of Science
May 2011
Jose Estevao Santos Dias
  cum laude
Janny Fransisca

Bachelor of Science
September 2010
Karim Haouchine
  cum laude

SILBERMAN COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

Bachelor of Science
May 2011
Myung Jun Choi
Ke Fan He
Antonie Hildenbrandt
  cum laude
Dong Gu Kim
Hiroshi Kimura
  magna cum laude
Roger Issa Kopty
Ramin Sanadizadeh
Alton Neto Schoemberger
Pedro Juan Zuleta
  magna cum laude

Bachelor of Science
February 2011
Fahad Abdullah Al-Athel
Amr Adnan Almarzouki
Anna Krupina
  cum laude
Phuong Vu Nguyen
  magna cum laude
Xiong Wu
  cum laude

Bachelor of Science
September 2010
Filip Krol
  summa cum laude
Ali Haider Rashid

ANTHONY J. PETROCELLI COLLEGE OF CONTINUING STUDIES

Bachelor of Arts
May 2011
Lin Wang
Wen Jie Zhong
Becton College = Maxwell Becton College of Arts and Sciences
University College = University College: Arts • Sciences • Professional Studies
Silberman College = Silberman College of Business
Petrocelli College = Anthony J. Petrocelli College of Continuing Studies

GR = Graduate
UG = Undergraduate